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Foreword 

© 2021 Chidume Nnamdi 

JavaScript is unarguably the most popular programming 
language in the world, and also the most buggy 
programming language in the world. This makes it a bit 
tricky for budding developers to understand and for even 
seasoned developers to master. This is so because 
JavaScript is very flexible. It has no static typing, it is 
dynamically typed, so it can be used in any way. Also, 
having a lot of syntaxes, old features, and tricks make quite 
not-so-easy to use. 

Nevertheless, there are ways we can use to circumvent all 
these tricks and this book narrates them in a well-defined 
way with tons of examples. 

The chapters in this book are a curated list of articles I have 
written on JavaScript and yet to be published articles on the 
same subject. 

Chidume Nnamdi 
Awka, Anambra State. 
https://chidumennamdi.github.io 
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Understanding the delete operator 
 

L earn how the delete operator deals with 
configurable and non-configurable properties, and 
much more. 

The delete operator  1

According to ECMA Specification 

6      |      understanding the delete operator 

Figure 1: delete



This is used to remove a specific own property of an 
object. It throws an exception if the property is not 
configurable. 

The operation is called with arguments O and P where O 
is the object and P is the property key. 

The delete operator is used to remove or delete property 
of an object: 

   let obj = {
        "d": 88
    }

    console.log(obj.d)

    delete obj.d
    console.log(obj.d)

We have an object obj with a property d whose value is 
88. First, we log the value of the d property, it will output 
88. Then, we remove the property with the delete operator, 
when we try to output the property it will display 
undefined 

    88
    undefined

undefined is a primitive type in JavaScript which means 
no value yet. The variable is defined but hasn’t been  



assigned a value. So when a property is deleted via the 1

delete operator the value of the property returns undefined. 

Non-configurable properties and delete 

delete operator only works on configurable objects. 
delete cannot remove the non-configurable properties of an 
object. 

Our obj object was configurable, that was why its 
property d could be removed. If we define the object non-
configurable we won't be able to delete any of its properties 

    let obj = {
        "d": 88
    }

    Object.defineProperty(obj, 'd', { configurable: false });

    console.log(obj.d)

    delete obj.d
    console.log(obj.d)

    88
    88

See, the output. The property wasn’t deleted. We used 
the Object#defineProperty method to make the d property 
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non-configurable, setting configurable to false did the trick. 

By default, properties in an object are set to be 
configurable. 

    let obj = {
        "d": 88
    }

    console.log(Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(obj, "d"))

    { 
         value: 88,
         writable: true,
         enumerable: true,
         configurable: true 
      }

Then, if we use the Object#defineProperty method to set it 
to false, the property will become indelible to the delete 
operator. 

var, let, const and delete 

var, let and const declare non-configurable properties. So 
that’s why variables declared with var, let or const cannot 
be removed from the global scope. 



 1
    var f = 90
    let g = 88
    const h = 77

    console.log("before delete f: " + f)
    console.log("before delete g: " + g)
    console.log("before delete h: " + h)

    function func() {
        let funh = 990
        delete funh
        console.log(funh)
        delete f
        delete g
        delete h
        console.log("inside func f:" + f)
        console.log("inside func g:" + g)
        console.log("inside func h:" + h)
    }
    func()

    delete f
    delete g
    delete h

    console.log("after delete f: " + f)
    console.log("after delete g: " + g)
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    console.log("after delete h: " + h)

   
Output: 

    before delete f: 90
    before delete g: 88
    before delete h: 77
    990
    inside func f:90
    inside func g:88
    inside func h:77
    after delete f: 90
    after delete g: 88
    after delete h: 77

See, all remained the same after a deletion with the delete 
operator. 

functions and delete 

functions cannot be deleted by the delete operator 

    function func() {
        console.log("inside func")
    }

    delete func
    func()
  



Output: 1

     inside func

functions defined as an object property can be deleted. 

    var obj = {
        d: function() {
            console.log("inside obj d function")
        }
    }

    obj.d()

    delete obj.d
    obj.d()

Output: 
    
   inside obj d function

    delete.js:14
    obj.d()
        ^

    TypeError: obj.d is not a function

But when defined non-configurable, it cannot be deleted: 
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    const obj = {
        d: function() {
            console.log("inside obj d function")
        }
    }

    obj.d()
    
   Object.defineProperty(obj, "d", { configurable: false })
   
    delete obj.d
    obj.d()

Output: 

    inside obj d function
    inside obj d function

delete and the global scope 

When we define a variable in the global scope without 
var, let or const: 

    f = 90

This variable f will be configurable: 

    f = 901
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    console.log(Object.getOwnPropertyDescriptor(global, 
"f"))

Output: 

    {
        value: 90,
        writable: true,
        enumerable: true,
        configurable: true 
    }

so it can be deleted with the delete operator: 

    f = 90

    console.log(f)
    delete f

    console.log(f)

Output: 

    90
    console.log(f)
      ^

    ReferenceError: f is not defined

Oopss!! it throws a ReferenceError. 



delete and local scope 

delete does not affect local scopes and function scopes: 

    {
        var g = 88
        delete g
    }
    console.log(g)

    function func() {
        var funch = 90

        delete funch
        console.log(funch)
    }
    func()

Output: 

    88
    90

delete and non-existent properties 

If a non-existent property is passed to delete, it doesn’t 
throw an error. It just returns true. 

    var obj = {1

        "d": 90
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    }

    console.log(delete obj.f)

Output: 

    true

delete and the prototype chain 

delete in an object does not descend the prototype chain. 

    function Foo() {
        this.bar = 90
    }
    Foo.prototype.bar = 88

    var f = new Foo()

We have a bar in the own property bar of Foo and in the 
prototype property of the same name bar. 

The bar in the Foo will be returned when referenced 
through its object: 

    f.bar // 90

When we delete the bar property: 
 1

    ...
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    delete f.bar

It only deletes the bar in the Foo, not in its prototype. So 
if we reference the bar again after the deletion the bar in 
the prototype will be returned. 

    ...
    console.log(f.bar)
    delete f.bar
    console.log(f.bar)

Output: 

    90
    88

delete and JS built-in static properties 

delete operator cannot remove static built-in properties 
of JavaScript APIs like Array, Math, Object, Date etc. 

    console.log(delete Math.PI)

   
Output: 

    false

delete and its holey nature on Arrays 1
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All types in JS inherits from the JSObject its C++ 
equivalent. Each property we define in Objects in JS is a 
member variable in the C++ JSObject. 

    obj = {
        "d": 90,
        "f": 88
    }

    JSObject {
        d -> 90
        f -> 88
    }

Now, Arrays are JSObject too, the difference is that its 
content in the JSObject is not defined by the contents of the 
Array. They are defined by the number of contents. 

    obj = [90, 88]

    JSObject {
        0: 90
        1: 88
    }

So that’s why we reference arrays by numbers obj[1]. The 
numbers are the properties like we have in objects. 

In the obj array above it has two properties 0 and 1. 



    console.log(obj[0]) // 90
    console.log(obj[1]) // 88

Like we did on objects with delete so we can too on 
arrays. 

To delete the first element on obj, we do this: 

    delete obj[0]

This does remove the value 90 

    console.log(oj[0]) // undefined

But it does not reduce the number of the array. 

    console.log(obj.length) // 2

    delete obj[0]
    console.log(obj.length) // 2

See this leaves a hole in the array. 

    // obj
    index:   0   1
           [   , 88 ]

Even on objects, the delete operator does not remove 1

the property, it only removes/deletes the value of the 
property leaving it undefined. 
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The hole in the array can be filled: 

    obj[0] = 100
    console.log(obj[0]) // 100

Conclusion 

We have seen what the delete operator does. Its effects 
on configurable and non-configurable elements. Its effects 
on global and local scope, its effects on Arrays holey 
elements. 

With this, you will more comfortable and careful when 
using the delete operator in your JavaScript apps. 



Understanding Destructuring in 1

JavaScript 
 

D estructuring is one of the most useful features in 
ES6, it offers a quick and easy way to extract values 
from objects and arrays. 

In this post, we will look at how to destructure objects 
and arrays. 

Object Destructuring 

Let’s say we have an object like this: 

    const obj = {
        prop_1: 67,
        prop_2: "nnamdi",
        prop_3: true
    }

The obj is a literal object, with properties prop_i and 
their corresponding values. 

To access the values, we need to reference the 
properties. 

      |      understanding destructuring in JavaScript 22



 1

    obj.prop_1 // 67

    obj.prop_1 + 1 // 68
    obj.prop_2 // "nnamdi"
    obj.prop_3 // true

We use the property name in the obj to access the value. 

We can also, assign variables to the property, like this: 

    var prp1 = obj.prop_1
    prp1 //67

Here, the value in the prop_1 property of obj is assigned 
to variable prp1. wherever we use the prp1 variable we will 
be using the obj.prop_1 value which is 67. 

Using Destructuring, we can re-write the above to this: 

    var { prop_1: prp1 } = obj

Two things are happening here. First, the prop_1 
property is extracted from the obj object, then second a var 
prp1 variable is created and assigned to hold the value of 
the prop_1 property. 

Now, using prp1 will have the value 67. 
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    var { prop_1: prp1 } = obj
    prp1 //67

We can destructure many properties from the obj at 
once: 

    var { prop_1: prp1, prop_2: prp2 } = obj

Here, we destructured the properties prop_1 and prop_2 
to prp1 and prp2 respectively. 

prp1 will hold 67 and prp2 will hold “nnamdi": 

    var { prop_1: prp1, prop_2: prp2 } = obj

    prp1 // 67
    prp2 // "nnamdi"

Note, to destructure a property from an object, it follows 
this format: 

    var/const/let { PROPERTY_NAME_IN_THE_OBJECT : 
VARAIBLE_TO_HOLD_THE_PROPERTY_VALUE, ...} = object

The type of the scope is first declared, whether a let or 
const or var. Then, we open and close curly brackets. Inside 
the brackets, we make a colon, on the left of it is the name 
of the property we want to destructure and on the right is 
the variable that will hold the value of the property. 



Destructuring multiple properties in one curly brackets 1

will be done in a comma-separated list. 

If we wanted to extract the properties into variables with 
the same name we would write it like so: 

    var { prop_1 } = obj

This is the same as the kinds of stuff we did above, the 
only difference here is that there is no colon : to separate 
the property name and the variable. We are destructuring 
the prop_1 property of obj to the variable prop_1. It's just 
that the property to extract and the variable to hold the 
property value has the same name, so there is no need for 
the : to separate them. 

We can still add the colon: 

    var { prop_1 : prop_1 } = obj

This is the same as var { prop_1 } = obj It's just that var 
{ prop_1 } = obj is just a fancier way. 

Array Destructuring 

The elements in an array are indexed by numbers. 

    const arr = [45, 46, 47]
    arr[0]
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Just like we have properties on Object like our obj, prop_1, 
prop_2, prop_3 so we have on arrays. But in arrays, they are 
defined by the index number of the elements in the array. 

We know that elements in arrays are referenced by their 
index number. The first is 0, the second is 2, the last is 
(array.length -1). These indexes are the properties in an 
array. 

So, this 👇  

    const arr = [45, 46, 47]

will look like this👇 as an object: 

    const arr = {
        0: 45,
        1: 46,
        2: 47,
        length: 3
    }

See, the properties are numbers and they are referenced 
by that. That’s why to reference the first value of an array, 
you will do this: 

    arr[0]

like in an object when you reference a property: 

    obj[prop_1]



 1
Just like destructuring an object with its properties name, 

same is done with arrays just that the properties names are 
numbers: 

    const arr = [45, 46, 47]
    const { 0: first } = arr
    first // 45

Here, we extracted the first element (which has the 
property name “0”) from the arr array and created a first 
variable to hold the element. 

See, it is the same as an object. The first variable will hold 
45. 

We can destructure more indexes from the arr array: 

    const arr = [45, 46, 47]
    const { 0: first, 1: second } = arr
    first // 45
    second // 46

The second element in the arr array is 46 and its 
referenced by number 1. So we add 1 and : then the variable 
second to hold the value of the property "1" in arr. 

We can destructure the length of an array. 
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Yes, we do it by referencing “length”, this is possible 
because “length” is a property of an array, and it holds the 
amount of the elements in an array: 

    const arr = [45, 46, 47]
    const { 0: first, 1: second, length: len } = arr
    first // 45
    second // 46
    len // 3

The length of the arr is extracted via “length” and held in 
the “len” variable. 

Without curly braces 

We can also destructure arrays like this: 

    const arr = [ 45, 46, 47 ]
    const [ first, second ] = arr

    first // 45
    second // 46

You see, we are no longer using the curly braces and 
specifying the index number. We are using the array square 
brackets []. 

The elements will be destructed from the arr array. The 
first and second are variables that will hold the first 
element and the second element in the arr respectively. 
The element at index 0 will be assigned to first and the 



element at index 1 will be assigned to second. the reason is 1

that the first is at index 0 and the second is at index 1. 

If we switch their places: 

    ...
    const { second, first } = arr
    second // 45
    first // 46

second will hold the element at index 0 in arr and first 
will hold the element at index 1. So the placing of the 
variables determines the index it will destructure. 

Function Parameter Destructuring 

Function parameters can be destructured. This can occur 
when objects are passed as parameters to functions. 

    function hi(opts) {
      const p = opts.prop
      ...
    }

    hi({prop: 23})

We can use destructuring to extract the prop property 
from the opts argument in the function. 

    function hi({prop}) {
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       prop // 23
       ...
    }

    hi({prop: 23})

We know the function argument is expecting an object 
with prop property. We replaced opts argument with 
{prop}. 

This will extract the prop property from the argument 
coming in, create a variable prop (of the same name with 
the property destructured), then assign the extracted prop 
property to the prop variable. 

To extract the prop property to a variable of a different 
name, we do this: 

    function hi({prop: p}) {
       p // 23
       ...
    }

    hi({prop: 23})

Because we are destructuring to a variable of different 
name we had to add : and the variable name, p. p will hold 
the value of the prop property. 

Conclusion 



Destructuring is a very exciting and wonderful feature in 1

ES6. 
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Understanding typeof in JavaScript 1

 

A s the name implies, the typeof keyword is used to 
determine the types of data. This is one of the most 
common JavaScript keywords found in JavaScript 

apps. Knowing the type of data you are working on is often 
found crucial. In this post, we will look into the typeof 
keyword in JS. 

typeof usage 

typeof data 

The data is the variable we want to get the data type. 
Notice there is no parenthesis just the typeof keyword 
followed by a space and the data. 

    let num = 90
    console.log(typeof num)

num is a number so typeof will return a number string: 

    number

Let’s see other examples: 
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1

    let str = "str"
    let num = 90
    let undef = undefined
    let nul = null
    let obj = { d: 90 }
    let arr = [90]
    function func() {}
    let sym = Symbol("sym")
    let bool = true

    function showtype(data) {
          console.log(typeof data)
    }

    showtype(str)
    showtype(num)
    showtype(undef)
    showtype(nul)
    showtype(obj)
    showtype(arr)
    showtype(func)
    showtype(bool)
    showtype(sym)
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Output: 

    string
    number
    undefined
    object
    object
    object
    function
    boolean
    symbol

What it returns 

typeof keyword returns one of the following data types: 

• string 
• number 
• undefined 
• object 
• function 
• boolean 
• symbol 
• bigint 

string: Anything between “” is a string in JavaScript: 

    let str = "str"



The variable str is a string data type. So typeof str will 1

return string. 

number: This represents numbers 0~9. typeof against a 
Number type will return “number”. 
    Let num = 90
    console.log(typeof num)

Output: 

   number

The NaN also returns number contrary to its meaning 
NaN => Not a Number 

    let nan = NaN
    console.log(typeof nan)

Output: 

    number

This is very confusing, how can a value that is “Not a 
Number” eval to a number? To check for NaN, it’s obvious 
we can’t use the typeof keyword, we will use the isNaN 
function. 

    let nan = NaN

    console.log(typeof nan)
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    console.log(isNaN(nan))

Output: 

    number
    true

undefined: This is returned when a variable has no value 
set yet or has an undefined set explicitly. 

    let undef

    console.log(undef)

    let undef1 = undefined

    console.log(undef1)

When typeof is set against an undefined variable it will 
return “undefined”: 

    let undef
    let undef1 = undefined

    console.log(typeof undef)
    console.log(typeof undef1)

Output: 

   undefined
    undefined



This is good, so we can check for undefined values using 1

the typeof keyword. 

object: This is a bit tricky. Many variable types return 
objects. 

null, array, object 

    let nul = null
    let obj = { d: 90 }
    let arr = [90]
    
    console.log(typeof nul)
    console.log(typeof obj)
    console.log(typeof arr)

Output: 

    object
    object
    object

We can see that all of them return the object as type. 
With this, we cannot test null and array with the typeof 
operator. 

But, null being an object. That’s mind-boggling. History 
told us this was an unfixed bug in JS and it has haunted us p 
to this day. Fixing the bug now, we crash billions of JS 
codebase and apps. So we have to live with it. 
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To check for null, we will use either the loose equality or 
strict equality, in both, the == resolves to true to itself: 

    let nul = null

    console.log(nul == null)
    console.log(nul === null)

  
Output: 

    true
    true

function: functions resolve to “function” under typeof. 
Pretty easy. regular functions, expression or arrow 
functions, and IIFEs all resolve to “function”. 

    function func() {}
    const arrFunc = () => {}

    console.log(typeof func)
    console.log(typeof arrFunc)

Output: 

    function
    function



boolean: Boolean has two values true or false. These 1

return the boolean type. 

    let bool = true
    console.log(bool)

Output: 

    boolean

So we see it’s quite easy to check for booleans. Boolean 
shave truthy and falsy values. All values in JS are truthy 
except the falsy ones. falsy values are: 

• 0 
• “” (Empty string) 
• NaN 
• false 
• null 
• undefined 

symbol: This is used to creating non-clashing names in JS. 
They are mostly used in creating keys in objects. These 
return “symbol” string. 

    let sym = Symbol("sym")
    console.log(typeof sym)

Output: 

   symbol
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bigint: BigInt is a built-in object that represents numbers 
between range 2⁵³ — 1. To create a bigint variable type, we 
append n to the end of an integer literal. bigint is returned 
when a variable of BigInt is used against typeof: 

    let bigint = 90n
    
    console.log(typeof bigint)

Output: 

    bigint

typeof and wrapper functions 

Using new Boolean, new String, etc breaks the typeof 
result on them. 

If I do this: 

   let bool = new Boolean(true)

It will no longer return true, it will return an object when 
its type is checked with typeof 

    let bool = new Boolean(true)
    console.log(typeof bool)

Output: 



    object1

These wrapper functions break the data type. Whenever 
we use wrapper functions on primitives, JS coerces them to 
objects. We know primitive types do not have properties, 
they are standalone. 

    let str = "str"
    let num = 90

But if we do this 👇  to str: 

    str.length

We are accessing a property in the primitive, it shouldn’t 
be so but yet we have a result: 

    3

JS coerces str primitive to object then, have the length 
property retrieved. On returning the result the str becomes 
primitive again. 

In str.length property, JS did this: 

    console.log(new String("str").length)

It wrapped the str in new String() before accessing the 
length property. 
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typeof and objects 

As we saw above Arrays, null, object, NaN all return 
“object”. Others concepts, RegExp, Date all return “object”. 
So we cannot test for Array or any of them using typeof. 

Array has Array#isArray(...) that correctly determines a 
data is an Array. 

To check for null you can either do this 👇 : 

    isNull === null

or 

    !isNull && typeof isNull == "object"

For NaN use isNaN or Number#isNaN API. 

For Date, use duck typing: 

    typeof date.getMonth === "function"

or you can use instanceof but it will return for invalid 
dates too. 

Conclusion 

typeof is both a powerful and indeterminate tool in type 
checking. It kinda has a buggy behaviour when dealing with 
null, NaN, object, Array, Object, etc types. However, it is 



useful for some primitive types: number, bigint, symbol, 
undefined, string, boolean. 



Understanding the ❕ unary operator 1

 

! is a Logical operator commonly used in JavaScript. 
Despite its wide usage, only a few understand what it 
does. 

So, I took time out in this post to describe what ! does 
and how it works. 

! That’s an exclamation mark 

! is a logical NOT operator, placing the ! operator in front 
of a value will convert it to a Boolean and return the 
opposite value. So truthy values will return false, and falsy 
values will return true. This is known as negation: 

    const yes = true
    const neg = !yes
    console.log(neg) // false

yes is a boolean true, but returned its negative form, 
false, when we prefixed ! to it. neg logs false. 

If we prefix ! at neg, it will return true 

    const yes = true
    const neg = !yes
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    console.log(neg) // false1

    console.log(!neg) // true

! returns the opposite of the boolean value it was given. 

Let’s see more examples: 

    console.log(!"")
    console.log(![])
    console.log(!true)
    console.log(!false)
    console.log(!{})
    console.log(!NaN)
    console.log(!null)
    console.log(!undefined)
    console.log(!0)
    console.log(!function(){})
    console.log(!"0")
    console.log(!"false")

Logs: 

    true
    false
    false
    true
    false
    true
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    true
    true
    true
    false
    false
    false

We have to understand something here. There are truthy 
and falsy values in JS. That is, some expressions and 
statements resolves to either true or false. 

Let’s look at the EcmaSpec for the unary ! operator: 



First 1. the expression at the RHS of the ! operator is 1

evaluated. 

    !2

2 is the expression here. It is evaluated before ! will be 
operated on it. 

    !(3+8) 

(3+8) is the expression here that will be evaluated (11) 
before the ! will be operated on the result. 

2. The result of the expression evaluation will be gotten 
using the GetValue method. Then the result will be 
converted to boolean primitive value using the ToBoolean 
method. 

Let’s see the spec for ToBoolean: 
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Here, we see the argument types and the result of each. 
This ToBoolean method converts all primitive types and 
objects to the boolean primitive(either true or false). 

undefined and null both converts to false. 

If the argument is a boolean primitive, no need for 
conversion it returns itself. 

For number, it says that if the argument is 

+0, -0, or NaN 

it should return false, apart from these it should return 
true for any other number. 

For string, only empty strings return false, others are 
true. 

Symbols and objects return true. 

With this we can say that the falsy values in JavaScript 
are: 

• false 
• 0 (zero) 
• ‘’ or “” (empty string) 
• null 
• undefined 
• NaN 



Back to Logical NOT spec 1

3. the result of the ToBoolean is checked. if the result is 
true, false will be returned. 

4. returns true if the ToBoolean is false. 

With this information, you can guess what the above will 
each yield. 

    console.log(!”") // false
    console.log(![]) // false
    console.log(!true) // false
    console.log(!false) // true
    console.log(!{}) // false
    console.log(!NaN) // true
    console.log(!null) // true
    console.log(!undefined) // true
    console.log(!0) // true
    console.log(!function(){}) // false
    console.log(!”0") // false
    console.log(!”false") // true

Let’s follow the Logical NOT spec on each of them 

!”” 
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The expression will be “”. It is a string, an empty string. 
The ToBoolean when called on it, says to return false if the 
argument is a string and empty. 

So false will be returned, then logical not will return true 
because the result of the ToBoolean is false. 

    !"" // false

![] 

[] is an array, yes and it's an object. So, ToBoolean of [] 
will return true, and Logical NOT will return false. 

!true 

ToBoolean of true will return true, true is boolean 
primitive so no conversion needed ToBoolean will just 
return it. 

Logical NOT will then, return false 

!false 

false is already a boolean primitive, so ToBoolean will 
return it. Logical NOT will then return true following that 
ToBoolean returned false. 

    !false // true

!{} 



ToBoolean called passing in {} will return true. {} is an 1

object (an empty object), objects return true, so {} returns 
true. Remember this: Despite being an empty object, {} 
resolves to true, unlike empty string that resolves to false. 

Logical NOT will then return false. 

    !{} // false

That means this👇 will resolve to true: 

    const obj = {}

    if(obj) {
        ...
    }

The if statement will pass the obj to ToBoolean which will 
return true because {} is an object and so the if statement 
body will run. 

!NaN 

ToBoolean of NaN says to return false. And so, Logical 
NOT will return true. 

    !NaN // true

!null 
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ToBoolean of null says to return false, so Logical NOT will 
see false and return true. 

    !null // true

!undefined 

Same here, ToBoolean says to return false on undefined. 
So, Logical NOT will return true. 

    !undefined // true

!0 

0 is number but ToBoolean says a +0 returns false, so 
Logical NOT returns true. 

    !0 // true

!function(){} 

functions are resolved to objects, so ToBoolean will see 
an object and return true. Logical NOT then returns false. 

    !function() {} // false

!”0" 

This “0” is a string with a length of 1. Many will think this 
will be evaluated to zero (0) number. No, this is a string 
containing the number 0. ToBoolean will return true on it, 
yes, it is not an empty string. 



Logical NOT seeing true will return false. 1

    !"0" // false

!”false” 

Also, this is a string with length 5. This will not be 
evaluated to boolean false or evaluated to an empty string. 

If we split it into an array it would give [“f”,”a”,”l”,”s”,”e”] 

So ToBoolean will see a string with length 5 and returns 
true. 

Logical NOT will then return false: 
    
        !"false" // true

See, we followed the spec on each of them to see why 
they yield the results. 

Double Negation 

This is the placing of double !! on an expression. 
    
     !!true // true

It negates the negation. 
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There is no magic or complex stuff going on here. It is 
just applying Logical Not ! on the result of the initial Logical 
Not operation. 

    !!true

is same as 

    !(!true)

Logical Not is first applied to !true, the result is false. 
Then, another Logical Not is applied to the result false, 
which yields true. 

Double Logical NOTs !! is useful in finding out whether a 
value is truthy or falsy. It is a shortcut to using the Boolean 
function because !! is effectively negating the negation. 

Conclusion 

We have seen how !! works underneath, how it does its 
conversion and returns a result. 

The EcmaSpec is always there, with the answers if we 
find anything confusing in JavaScript. 



Understanding Null and Undefined in 1

JavaScript 
 

S ave time debugging by understanding Null and 
Undefined. 

Many JS developers, both junior and senior, often find 
themselves confused about the null and undefined types. 
This misunderstanding of the two types does not come 
without a cost: errors and bugs. 

Before diving deeper, let’s first cover the basics: 

undefined 

undefined is returned if a variable was only declared but 
not assigned a value. 

For example: 

    var ab

This will log undefined: 

    console.log(ab) // undefined
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undefined variables are variables that are with no values. 
Let’s say the environment is represented like this: 

    environmentVariable = {

    }

JS engine would interpret the VariableDeclaration var ab 
as: 

    environmentVariable = {
          ab: undefined
    }

So when it is accessed the undefined will be returned. 
Now, when the ab is assigned a value: 

   ab = 90

The undefined will be changed to the value 90: 

    environmentVariable = {
     ab: 90
    }

When we declared ab it was set in the environment 
variable table as undefined, meaning the value is on the 
way, now when we ab to value 90, the undefined was 



changed to 90. Now if we log ab it will no longer be 1

undefined: 

    // ...

    console.log(ab)

    // 90

undefined can also occur if an object’s property doesn’t 
exist 

    let myDetails = {
     age: 27
    }

    console.log(myDetails.name)
    // undefined

or a function has a missing parameter: 

    function getMyDetails(a) {
     console.log(a)
    }

    getMyDetails()
    // undefined
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undefined is a primitive data type in JS: 

    Boolean
    Undefined
    Number
    String
    Symbol

    var ab
    typeof ab
    // undefined

You can check for the type using typeof keyword: 

    if(typeof ab == 'undefined') {
     // ...
    }

undefined can be set explicitly: 

    var ab = undefined
    console.log(ab)
    // undefined

    ab = 90
    console.log(ab)
    // 90



null 1

null is a data type in JS that declares no value or non-
existent value. null can be thought of as an intentional 
absence of any object value. 

    var ab = null
    console.log(ab)
    // null

Similarities 

Let’s look at their similarities. 

Both are falsy values 

null and undefined always resolves to a falsy value. They 
are among the falsy values in JS: 

• null 
• undefined 
• false 
• 0 
• Empty string -> “” 
• NaN 

If they are in the condition of an if-else statement, the 
else statement will always be executed: 

    if (null) {
     console.log('yes')
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    } else {
     console.log('no')
    }

The above will log “no”. 

    if (undefined) {
     console.log('yes')
    } else {
     console.log('no')
    }

will also log “no”. 

Both are primitive values 

In JS we have Complex and Primitive data types, null and 
undefined are among the primitive data types: 

• null 
• undefined 
• Symbol 
• String 
• Number 
• Boolean 

Primitive data types are resolved by value-of-reference. 

Differences 

null and undefined means no-value but they resolve to 
diff. values: 



 1
    console.log(typeof null)
    // object

    console.log(typeof undefined)
    // undefined

You were expecting typeof null would return “null”? 
Right? This is a bug in JS for nearly two decades, but the 
thing is that it cannot be fixed. This is because thousands of 
websites depend on this buggy behaviour, fixing it will 
make them break. 

null is an assigned value, it must be explicitly assigned by 
the programmer. If not assigned, the variable becomes 
undefined: 

    var ab = null
    var a // undefined

unlike undefined which can be explicitly assigned or 
unassigned: 

    var ab = undefined
    var bc 

    console.log(ab)
    // undefined

    console.log(bc)
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    // undefined

    
Test for null 

We saw that undefined resolves to “undefined” but null 
resolves to “object”. 

We can easily test for undefined: 

    var ab

    if(typeof ab == "undefined") {
     // ...
    }

For null, we can't do this: 

    var ab = null

    if(typeof ab == "null") {
     // ...
    }

typeof null returns “object” and we can be tempted to 
rewrite the above like this: 

    var ab = null

    if(typeof ab == "object") {
     // ...



    }1

   
Many Complex data types return objects, the type can be 

checked via typeof: 

    let obj = {}
    let arr = []
    class D {}
    const d = new D()

    console.log(typeof obj)
    console.log(typeof arr)
    console.log(typeof d)

    // object
    // object
    // object

So it would fail because an Array or Object might be the 
value of ab. 

Now how do we correctly test for null, as null is a falsy 
value we will combine its check with the typeof check. 

    var ab = null

    if(!ab && typeof ab == "object") {
     // ...
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    }

Abstract/Loose and Strict Equality on null and 
undefined 

Let’s see what happens when strict and loose equality are 
performed on both types. But before that — a quick review 
of the loose equality specification: 

7.2.14 Abstract Equality Comparison 

The comparison x == y, where x and y are values, produces 
true or false. Such a comparison is performed as follows: 

1. If Type(x) is the same as Type(y), then a. Return the result 
of performing Strict Equality Comparison x === y. 

2. If x is null and y is undefined, return true. 

3 If x is undefined and y is null, return true. 

4. If Type(x) is Number and Type(y) is String, return the 
result of the comparison x == ! ToNumber(y). 

5. If Type(x) is String and Type(y) is Number, return the 
result of the comparison ! ToNumber(x) == y. 

6. If Type(x) is Boolean, return the result of the comparison ! 
ToNumber(x) == y. 



7. If Type(y) is Boolean, return the result of the comparison 1

x == ! ToNumber(y). 

8. If Type(x) is either String, Number, or Symbol and 
Type(y) is Object, return the result of the comparison x == 
ToPrimitive(y). 

9. If Type(x) is Object and Type(y) is either String, Number, 
or Symbol, return the result of the comparison ToPrimitive(x) 
== y. 

1. Return false. 

Look at 2 and 3 

2. If x is null and y is undefined, return true. 

3. If x is undefined and y is null, return true. 

2 says if the LHS is null and the RHS is undefined, true is 
returned. This is why if we do this: 

    console.log(null == undefined)

it logs true 

    console.log(null == undefined)
    // true

and says if the LHS is undefined and the RHS is null, it 
should also return true 
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    console.log(undefined == null)
    // true

This means that null and undefined are loosely equal, 
yes, it is understandable because they all represent an 
absence of no value, like in a key-value pair, the key is 
present but the value is not present/ is absent. 

Let’s see about Strict Equality: 

7.2.15 Strict Equality Comparison 

The comparison x === y, where x and y are values, produces 
true or false. Such a comparison is performed as follows: 

1. If Type(x) is different from Type(y), return false. 

2. If Type(x) is Number, then  
a. If x is NaN, return false.  
b. If y is NaN, return false.  
c. If x is the same Number value as y, return true.  
d. If x is +0 and y is -0, return true.  
e. If x is -0 and y is +0, return true.  
f. Return false. 

3. Return SameValueNonNumber(x, y). 

looking at the above, strict equality returns false if the 
RHS and LHS types are different 

Now, in the case of 



    null === undefined1

    
This will be false because the types will be object and 

undefined, see they are different so it will return false. 

    console.log(null === undefined)

So, 

    null !== undefined

will be true. Why? It is because null => object is not the 
same type as undefined => undefined. 

Understand this, The operator !== is asking whether the 
LHS is not strictly equal to RHS? So, in our case, yes(true) 
the LHS(null => object) is not strictly equal to the 
RHS(undefined => undefined). 

null != undefined

This is asking if the LHS is not equal to the RHS. This is 
no, they are equal because Abstract Equality says to return 
true(that they are equal) if the LHS is either null or 
undefined and the RHS is either null or undefined. 
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Passing null and undefined as a function argument 

We should be careful when declaring default argument 
value like this: 

    function defFunc(name = "nnamdi") {
     return name
    }

This function just returns a name passed to it, see the 
argument name has a default value nnamdi, the argument 
will take nnamdi as value when the function is called with 
no parameters: 

console.log(defFunc());
// nnamdi

It can be said like this, when the argument name is 
undefined it assumes the nnamdi value. So if we pass an 
undefined value to defFunc name will be nnamdi: 

    var ab
    console.log(defFunc(ab))
    // nnamdi

    
Now, what happens if we pass in null to the function? Do 1

you think it will log nnamdi because null means the 
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absence of a value or will it log null because null is a value? 
Let’s see: 

   console.log(defFunc(null))
    // null

  
Wow!! it logged null. It should be because null is an 

object. I would say an empty object, yet still representing 
the absence of a value(s). 

If you try to check for null argument, remember don’t do 
this: 

    function defFunc(name = "nnamdi") {
     if(typeof name == "null")
        return "nnamdi"
     return name
    }

do this: 

    function defFunc(name = "nnamdi") {
     if(!name && typeof name == "object")
        return "nnamdi"
     return name
    }

or you can delegate the null check to a function: 

    function isNull(val) {



     return !val && typeof val == "object"
    }

    
you can use the isNull function anywhere in your 

program: 

    function defFunc(name = "nnamdi") {
     if(isNull(name))
       return "nnamdi"
     return name
    }

Conclusion 

I think we are clear on the disparities and similarities 
between null and undefined. So when next you see that 
error, you will know what to do. 



Understanding __proto__ in JavaScript 1

 

_ __proto__ is a way to inherit properties from an object 
in JavaScript. __proto__ a property of Object.prototype 
is an accessor property that exposes the [[Prototype]] 
of the object through which it is accessed. 

This __proto__ sets all properties of the object set in its 
[[Prototype]] to the target object. 

Let’s look at an example: 

    const obj = {
        method: function() {
            console.log("method in obj")
        }
    }
    const obj2 = {}

    obj2.__proto__ = obj
    obj2.method()

We have two object literals: obj and obj2. obj has a 
method property, method. obj2 is an empty object literal 
i.e it has no properties. 
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Moving down, we access the __proto__ of obj2 and set it 
to obj. This will copy all the properties of the obj accessible 
via Object.prototype to obj2. That's why we can call the 
method on obj2 without getting an error despite not being 
defined there. 

   method in obj

obj2 has inherited the properties of obj, so the method 
method property will be available in its properties. 

proto is used on Objects e.g object literal, Object, Array, 
Function, Date, RegEx, Number, Boolean, String. 

Using proto is the same thing as using the extends 
keyword in OOP languages. 

Let’s add multiple properties on obj2 to see what proto 
would do. 

   const obj = {
        method: function() {
            console.log("method in obj")
        },
        method2: function() {
            console.log("method2 in obj")
        },
        prop: 90
    }



    const obj2 = {}1

    obj2.__proto__ = obj

We have a second method method2 set on obj and a 
property variable prop set with value 90. 

Now, obj2 with its proto set to obj, it will inherit all the 
properties on obj: method, method2 and prop. So we can 
access method plus method2 and prop properties on obj2. 

    obj2.method()
    obj2.method2()
    console.log(obj2.prop)

    method in obj
    method2 in obj
    90

Usage on JavaScript class 

__proto__ can be used to inherit properties from an 
object of JS classes defined with class. 

   class C {}

    class D {
        meth() {
            console.log("method on D")
        }
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    }

    const d = new D()
    const c = new C()

    c.__proto__ = d
    c.meth()

We have two classes C and D. class C has no properties, 
its empty. class D has one property, meth, a property 
method. We create instances of C and D and set them to c 
and d respectively. Then the proto on c is set to d. All the 
properties of class D are set to c. 

The c.meth() call on c will go through without error: 

   method on D

We see the method on D logged in the terminal. c has no 
properties but with __proto__ it inherited all the properties 
in class D. 

static properties cannot be inherited 

As we said, the properties on Object.prototype can be 
inherited, static properties cannot be inherited. 

For example in our class D, if we set a static method on it: 

   class C {}
    class D {



        static stMeth() {1

            console.log("static method stMeth on D")
        }

        meth() {
            console.log("method on D")
        }
    }

    const d = new D()
    const c = new C()
    c.__proto__ = d
    c.meth()
    c.stMeth()

The c.stMeth will throw a TypeError ststing c.stMeth is 
not a function. __proto__ doesn't set static properties from 
the target object to the desired object. 

Also if we set a static member variable to class D, c will 
inherit it: 

    class C {}
    class D {
        static stMeth() {
            console.log("static method stMeth on D")
        }

        meth() {
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            console.log("method on D")
        }
        static staticProp = 78
    }
    const d = new D()
    const c = new C()

    c.__proto__ = d

    console.log(c.staticProp)

A static variable staticProp is set to class D. The 
c.__proto__ = d will not set the static property. 

Prototype and __proto__ 

Using prototypes is the ideal way in JS to define OOP 
standards, the class we used above is only syntactic sugar 
for Prototype. 

This: 

    class C {}

is transpiled to this: 

    function C() {}

and class D: 



    class D {1

        static stMeth() {
            console.log("static method stMeth on D")
        }

        meth() {
            console.log("method on D")
        }
        static staticProp = 78
    }

is transpiled to this: 

    function D() {}

    D.prototype.meth = function () {
            console.log("method on D")
    }

    D.stMeth = function() {
            console.log(“static method stMeth on D")    
    }

    D.staticProp = 78

__proto___ picks the properties in the prototype and set it 
to the target objects prototype property. 
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So when we did this c.__proto__ = d 

meth property in D's prototype is set to c object. 

The prototype in Object is set to the proto. 

__proto__ can be set inside the object 

__proto__ is a property in an object. So __proto__ can be 
set inside an object literal like this: 

    const D = function() {}
    D.prototype.method = function() {
        console.log("method on D")
    }

    const obj = {
        __proto__: D.prototype
    }
    obj.method()

See, the __proto__ property is set in object literal obj. We 
set it to point to D.prototype. 

Whenever JS creates an object, it adds __proto__ property 
to the object. 

    function D() {}
    const d = new D()



object d an instance of D will have a __proto__ property 1

set to D {}. 

    console.log(d.__proto__)

    D {}

If we set d.proto to function C: 

    function C() {}

    function D() {}

    const c = new C()
    const d = new D()

    d.__proto__= c
    console.log(d.__proto__)

The property __proto__ property on object d will point to 
C {}. 

    C {}

When a property in an object is accessed, the property is 
searched through its __proto__ object, before searching the 
instance of the object. 

    class C {
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        meth() {
            console.log("meth method in C")
        }
    }

    class D {
        static stMeth() {
            console.log("static method stMeth on D")
        }

        meth() {
            console.log("method on D")
        }
        static staticProp = 78
    }
    const d = new D()
    const c = new C()

    c.__proto__ = d
    c.meth()

class C and D both have the meth method. c inherits d. 
When meth is called on c, the __proto__ is searched first 
which will be properties on D before C. 

See the result: 

    method on D



⚠  Warning 
 1
__proto__ was never part of the initial ECMAScript spec, it 

was just added by browsers and got popularised over the 
years, so it was eventually added to 2015 ECMAScript spec. 
But it was still discouraged to use it, it is advisable to use 
Object.setPrototypeOf and Object.getPrototypeOf instead. 

Conclusion 

__proto__ is very powerful. Its ability to collect properties 
for us is unparalleled. 
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Understanding Public and Private 1

Fields in JavaScript Class 
 

A dding some privacy to the JavaScript class? Let’s 
explore that in this post… 

Somethings should always be left private. That’s nothing 
said of when using classes in JavaScript. But in recent times, 
proposals have come up to add some privacy to the JS class. 
We will explore that in this post. Read on. 

Privacy 

In other languages like Java C++, they have access to 
modifiers like private, public and protected. All these 
control access to a class's variables and methods. 

“The primary purpose of public methods is to 
present to the class’s clients a view of the services 
the class provides (the class’s public interface). 
Clients of the class need not be concerned with 
how the class accomplishes its tasks. For this 
reason, the private variables and private methods 
of a class (i.e., the class’s implementation details) 
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are not directly accessible to the class’s clients.” — 
Java, How to program http://www.deitel.com/
Books/Java/JavaHowtoProgram10eEarlyObjects/
tabid/3656/Default.aspx 

Let’s say we have a class like this in Java: 

    class Time {
        private int secound;
        private int minutes;
        private int hour;
        Time(int hour, int secound, int minutes) {
            this.hour = hour;
            this.secound = secound;
            this.minutes = minutes;
        }
        public String buildString()
        {
            return String.format( "%24s: %s\n%24s: %s", 
"this.toUniversalString()", , "toUniversalString()", );
        } // end method buildString

        // convert to String in universal-time format 
(HH:MM:SS)
        public String toUniversalString()
        {
            return String.format( "%02d:%02d:%02d", , , );
        }
    }



You see above we have a Time class that we can use to 1

display the current time. It has three variables: hour, 
minutes, second each hold the current value of second, 
minute, and hour. Naturally, we can't allow users to modify 
the hour, minute and second variables. So that's the reason 
we made it private, trying to directly modify the variables 
outside the scope of the class will throw an error. 

    Time time = new Time(10, 12, 23);
    time.hour = 2

    TimeTest.java:9: hour has private access in Time
        time.hour = 2; // error: hour has private access in Time
            ^

You see, variables with the private access modifier can 
only be modified from inside the class not outside the class 
as we did above. 

    class Time {
        private int secound;
        private int minutes;
        private int hour;
        Time(int hour, int secound, int minutes) {
            this.hour = hour;
            this.secound = secound;
            this.minutes = minutes;
        }
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        // ...
        public setHourToZero() {
            this.hour = 0
        }
    }

You see we changed the private variable hour inside the 
class, inside the setHourZero method. Even methods are 
applicable also if we set a method to private it can only be 
called from inside the class, not outside the class. 

    class Time {
        private int secound;
        private int minutes;
        private int hour;
        Time(int hour, int secound, int minutes) {
            this.hour = hour;
            this.secound = secound;
            this.minutes = minutes;
        }
        private formatTime() {
            // ...
        }
        public trySomethingNew() {
            this.formatTime()
        }
        //...
    }



    Time time = new Time(10, 1, 2);1

    time. trySomeThingNew()
    time.formatTime()

    TimeTest.java:9: formatTime has private access in Time
        time.formatTime(); // error: method formatTime has 
private access in Time
            ^

We see that Java has privacy which enables to know 
delicate methods and variables we want to expose to or 
hide from the outside world. 

Coming to JavaScript, we can have the Time class like 
this: 

    class Time {
        constructor(hour, minute, second) {
            this.hour = hour
            this.minute = minute
            this.second = second
        }
        buildString() {
            return String.format( "%24s: %s\n%24s: %s", 
"this.toUniversalString()", , "toUniversalString()", );
        } // end method buildString
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        // convert to String in universal-time format 
(HH:MM:SS)
        toUniversalString() {
            return String.format( "%02d:%02d:%02d", , , );
        }
    }

JavaScript have no privacy, there is no private or public 
access modifier. We can modify the variables at will. 

const time = new Time(10, 2, 4);
time.hour = 20;
time.minute = 10;

You see we can play or mess around the variables at will. 

The Proposal — Stage 3 

Now there is a proposal to add private and public fields 
in classes. So we can add access modifiers to control the 
privacy of our variables in classes. 

Private class field 

With this new proposal, we can define private variables 
in our class using the hash # symbol. 

class Time {



  #hour = 0;
  #minute = 0;
  #second = 0;
  constructor(hour, minute, second) {
    this.#hour = hour;1

    this.#minute = minute;
    this.#second = second;
  }
  //...
}

Now, trying to modify either hour, minute or hour 
variables will throw an error. 

const time = new Time(10, 2, 4);
time.#hour = 20; // will throw error #hour has a private 
access in Time
time.#minute = 10; // will throw error #minute has a private 
access in Time

So we see to add private access to fields we prefix the 
variable with the hash symbol, #. 

Also, we can privatize our methods so it can only be 
accessible from within our class. 
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    class Time {
        #hour = 0
        #minute = 0
        #second = 0
        constructor(hour, minute, second) {
            this.#hour = hour
            this.#minute = minute
            this.#second = second
        }
        #setZeroHour(int hour) {
            this.#hour = hour
        }
        callSetZeroHour() {
            this.#setZeroHour()
        }
        //...
    }

We see that to privatise a method we also append the 
hash symbol # before it. We have a setZeroHour method 
above that we want only to be called inside the class, we 
appended # to it. If we try accessing the class it will throw 
an error. 

const time = new Time(10, 2, 4);
time.#setZeroHour(0); // will throw error #setZeroHour has 
a private access in Time



Now, callSetZeroHour has no # appended to it so it is a 
public filed it can be accessed from outside the time class. 

const time = new Time(10, 2, 4);
time.callSetZeroHour();

Private static properties 1

We can also privatize static properties in our class. 

class Time {
  #hour = 0;
  #minute = 0;
  #second = 0;
  static #gmt = 0;

  constructor(hour, minute, second) {
    this.#hour = hour;
    this.#minute = minute;
    this.#second = second;
  }
  //...
}
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We added a static property gmt, which is only accessed 
by the class name, not from the instance of the Time class. 
Now the static property gmt is a private static property. 

const time = new Time(10, 2, 4);
Time.#gmt; // it will throw, static property #gmt is 
inaccessible from outside the Time class.

Trying to access it from outside the Time class will throw 
an error, to bypass this we have to access it from within the 
Time class. 

    class Time {
        #hour = 0
        #minute = 0
        #second = 0
        static #gmt = 0
        constructor(hour, minute, second) {
            this.#hour = hour
            this.#minute = minute
            this.#second = second
        }
        setGMT(int gmt) {
            Time.#gmt = gmt
        }
        //...
    }



    const time = new Time(10, 2, 4)
    time.setGMT(9)

Now, this is the same as static methods: 

class Time {
  #hour = 0;
  #minute = 0;
  #second = 0;
  static #gmt = 0;
  constructor(hour, minute, second) {
    this.#hour = hour;
    this.#minute = minute;
    this.#second = second;1

  }
  static displayHour() {
    return Time.#getHour();
  }
  static #getHour() {
    return this.#hour;
  }
  //...
}
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We have two static methods displayHour and #getHour. 
displayHour is accessible from outside the Time class and 
#getHour is only accessible from inside the Time class. 

const time = new Time(10, 2, 4);
Time.#getHour(); // Access denial error
Time.displayHour();

Conclusion 

Isn’t this proposal awesome, imagine being able to 
privatise our variables in our class in JS. We will finally be 
able to code classes as we do in Java, C/C++. I can’t wait to 
use these in Chrome and Node.js. 

If you have any question regarding this or anything I 
should add, correct or remove, feel free to comment below. 
Thanks !!! 🍻  



Understanding Mixins in JavaScript 1

 

L earn how mixins really work and how to apply them 

In this article, we will look deep into the heart of 
mixins to learn what they are and to know when to apply 
them. 

What are Mixins? 

Here are different definitions of mixin by great 
developers 

Mixin is a way properties are added to objects without 
using inheritance — Darren Jones 

Mixins provide an alternate way of composing your 
application that isn’t explicitly covered in books on design 
patterns. — Steve Fenton 

Mixins are a form of object composition, where 
component features get mixed into a composite object 
so that properties of each mixin become properties of 
the composite object. — Eric Elliot 
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We see now that mixins mix different object’s properties 
into one object, so the object has all the objects’ properties 
and methods. 

Let’s see a simple example of mixins: 

// mixin_ex.js
const mydetails = {};

const firstname = { firstname: "Nnamdi" };
const surname = { surname: "Chidume" };
const occupation = { occupation: "Software Developer" };
const nationality = { nationality: "Nigerian" };

log(mydetails);

Object.assign(mydetails, surname, firstname, occupation, 
nationality);

log(mydetails);

this logs: 

    $ node mixin_ex
    {}

    {
        firstname: "Nnamdi",
        surname: "Chidume",



        occupation: "Software Developer",1

        nationality: "Nigerian"
    }

Did you notice anything? Remember, we started 
mydetails object as an empty object. But after several 
magical stuff, the mydetails object was no longer empty in 
the end. It came to have all the properties of all other 
objects below it. 

Yes, this is what mixin is all about. To combine the 
properties of different objects into a single object. 

It wasn’t magical we used the good old Object.assign 
method to compose the objects into the mydetails object. 

Object.assign is used to copy the values of properties 
from one or more objects to the desired object. 

We see now that, Object.assign provides the basis in 
JavaScript for mixin properties between objects(objects 
without classes). 

    Object.assign(target, ...sources);

It takes as first argument the target object and then 
accepts all the objects to mixed with the target object as a 
rest ... argument. 
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So, now we know what Object.assign is and what it does. 
Let’s relate it back to our example. 

From our example, mydetails was passed in as the target 
and surname, firstname, occupation, nationality objects 
were passed as the sources, i.e the objects from properties 
are to be copied from. 

It then composes/copies the properties from the objects 
to mydetails. So when we run log(mydetails), we see the 
properties all defined in the mydetails object. 

- Object.assign composes only dynamic objects 

- Object.assign copies the properties. 

Implementing our own Object.assign 

Let’s implement our own version of Object.assign to 
learn how the composition of properties in objects works. 

First, we monkey-patch the assign method in the Object 
class: 

Object.prototype.assign = function assign(dest, ...src) {};

We check if the dest argument is an object: 

Object.prototype.assign = function assign(dest, ...src) {
  if (typeof dest == "object") {
  }
};



 1
We loop through the src array and check if the current 

object in the array is an object. If so, we loop through its 
properties using the for..of loop and copy each property to 
dest with reference to the property name using the = 
operator: 

Object.prototype.assign = function assign(dest, ...src) {
  if (typeof dest == "object") {
    for (let s of src) {
      if (typeof s == "object") {
        for (prp of Object.keys(s)) {
          dest[prp] = s[prp];
        }
      }
    }
  }
};

So we have our own Object.assign method. We can now 
test the monkey-patch: 

Object.prototype.assign = function assign(dest, ...src) {
  if (typeof dest == "object") {
    for (let s of src) {
      if (typeof s == "object") {
        for (prp of Object.keys(s)) {
          dest[prp] = s[prp];
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        }
      }
    }
  }
};

const mydetails = {};

const firstname = { firstname: "Nnamdi" };
const surname = { surname: "Chidume" };
const occupation = { occupation: "Software Developer" };
const nationality = { nationality: "Nigerian" };

Object.assign(mydetails, surname, firstname, occupation, 
nationality);

log(mydetails);

It will log the same result as our previous example. You 
have seen how to copy properties from one object to 
another. The above implementation was possible because 
JavaScript supports dynamic objects ( objects without 
classes). 

Mixing Classes 

Mixins can also be applied to classes in JavaScript. 

We can create a class by doing this: 



 1
class Car {}

This is an empty class, without properties and methods. 
To make the Car functional, we have to give it properties 
and methods in other it could be driven. 

class Wheel {
  drive() {
    //...
  }
}

class Tyre {
  brake() {
    //...
  }
}

class Steering {
  steer(x, y) {
    //...
  }
}

class Wiper {
  wipe(speed) {
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    //...
  }
}

class Engine {
  start() {
    //...
  }
}

Wheel drives, Tyre brakes, Steering-wheel steers, Wiper 
wipes and Engine starts. You know, it's more like a poem. 

We can mix all these classes into the Car class, so we 
could drive it. 

Using our good o’l Object.assign won't work in this case. 

    //assign_ex.js
    //...
    Object.assign(Car, Engine, ...)
    new Car().start()

    $ node assign_ex.js
    C:\…\assign.js:56
    new Car().start()
        ^

    TypeError: (intermediate value).start is not a function



        at Object.<anonymous> (C:\wamp\…1

\assign_ex.js:56:5)
        at Module._compile (internal/modules/cjs/
loader.js:678:30)
        ...

OR 

    //assign_ex.js
    //...
    let engine = Engine();
    car = Object.assign(car, engine, ...);
    car.start()

    $ node assign_ex.js
    C:\…\assign_ex.js:56
    car.start()
        ^

    TypeError: car.start is not a function
        at Object.<anonymous> (C:\wamp\…\assign_ex.js:56:5)
        at Module._compile (internal/modules/cjs/
loader.js:678:30)
        ...
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We need to write a function dedicated to applying mixins 
to classes. 

We start by creating a skeleton function classMixin: 

function classMixin() {}

OK, we will add an argument in which to receive the class 
where the mixins will be applied and a second argument, it 
will be a ...rest argument that will receive the classes whose 
properties and methods would be inherited by the class in 
an array. 

function classMixin(cls, ...src) {}

cls will hold the class and the src will hold the classes 
whose behaviors are to be mixed into the class. 

Next, we iterate through the src array using for...of 

function classMixin(cls, ...src) {
  for (let _cl of src) {
  }
}



For each of the class in the src array, we use 1

Object.getOwnPropertyNames to get the names of 
properties directly defined in the class. 

function classMixin(cls, ...src) {
  for (let _cl of src) {
    for (var key of 
Object.getOwnPropertyNames(_cl.prototype)) {
    }
  }
}

What? It should had been _cl not _cl.prototype. In 
JavaScript, there is no true class. The definition of class in 
JS is just a function. A function could be used as both a 
function and class. 

function test() {
  log("constructor");
}

new test(); // constructor
test(); // constructor

JS have a high extensibility. properties could be stored in 
a function. 
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function test() {
  log("constructor");
}

new test(); // constructor
test(); // constructor

test.prop = "prop";
log(test.prop); // prop

The prototype property is used to define properties if the 
function is to be used as an object. Without the prototype, 
the property becomes static and cannot be used by the 
object derived from the function. 

So, a class like this 

class Example {
  static iex() {}
  ex() {}
}

translates to this 

function Example() {}



Example.prototype.ex = function () {};1

Example.iex = function () {};

test class Example: 

log(Example.prototype.ex); //[Function: ex]
log(Example.prototype.iex); // undefined
log(Example.iex); // [Function: iex]
log(Example.ex); // undefined

So we now know why we used prototype: 

function classMixin(cls, ...src) {
  for (let _cl of src) {
    for (var key of 
Object.getOwnPropertyNames(_cl.prototype)) {
    }
  }
}

For each property in the current class we append it to 
the destination class, cls using the = operator with 
reference to the name of the property: 
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function classMixin(cls, ...src) {
  for (let _cl of src) {
    for (var key of 
Object.getOwnPropertyNames(_cl.prototype)) {
      cls.prototype[key] = _cl.prototype[key];
    }
  }
}

Now, we use our function to mix the classes with the Car 
class: 

// assign_ex.js
// ...

classMixin(Car, Wheel, Tyre, Steering, Wiper, Engine);

// it logs
const car = new Car();
car.brake(); // brake
car.wipe(); // wipe
car.start(); // start
car.drive(); // drive
car.steer(); // steer

Mixin and Inheritance 



Mixins can make use of inheritance. Let’s say we make 1

an engine ToyotaEngine to inherit from the base Engine: 

class Engine {
  sayBaseEngine() {
    return `BaseEngine`;
  }
}

class ToyotaEngine extends Engine {
  sayEngine() {
    return `From Toyota: ${super.sayBaseEngine()}`;
  }
}

Then, we make a Toyota car: 

class Toyota extends Car {}

If we apply our classMixin: 

classMixin(Toyota, Brake, Drive, ToyotaEngine);

We will get the result. 
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    From Toyota: BaseEngine

ToyotaEngine is a sub-class of Engine yet through mixin 
we were able to call the sayBaseEngine method of its super-
class through super.sayBaseEngine() from a class Toyota 
who is not a child/sub-class of Engine. 

Mixin and OOP Relationship 

Looking at the behavior of mixin, we see that it’s kinda 
inheritance than class extension. In most OOP languages, 
you can’t extend more than one class but can implement 
multiple interfaces. 

interface IPlayer {}
interface IManager {}

class Player implements IPlayer {}

// A manager can also be a player, eg. Ryan Giggs in Man 
United
class Manager implements IPlayer, IManager {}

class Midfielder extends Player {}
class GoalKeeper extends Player {}



So mixin here is multiple inheritance- methods and 1

properties are inherited by the mixin object. 

Mixins differ from inheritance, in the sense that you 
don’t need the long inheritance chain to add properties and 
methods to your object. 

According to Steve Fenton “The decision about whether 
to use mixins or classical inheritance usually comes down 
to the relationship between the classes.” 

Relationships of classes are quite different. There are is-a, 
has-a, can-do and uses-a relationships. 

is-a is used when a class is a sub-class of another class. 
Using our above example, Midfielder is a subclass of Player, 
GoalKeeper is a subclass of Player. They all inherited the 
properties and methods of Player, and can also override 
them at will. 

Therefore, Midfielder is a Player and GoalKeeper is a 
Player. is a makes sense here. 

has-a, uses-a and can-do are similar, they compose 
behavior from different sources. Like the way we mixed 
class Wheel, Engine, Steering to a Car. Car is-a Wheel or 
Engine or Steering or any of the composed classes doesn't 
make sense. A Car isn't a Wheel, It can't inherit Car's 
properties or be substitutable for a Car. But a Car has-a 
Engine or Wheel makes more sense. These three 
relationships are related but differ slightly. We can say Car 
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has-a Engine, but a Car uses-a Engine or a Car can-do 
Engine doesn't work well because an Engine is part of a Car 
they are interdependent of each other. The three 
relationships are compositions in a way. 

Extending our above Player example 

//...
class Jersey {
  jerseyNumber() {
    //...
  }
}

class ArmBand {
  armBandColor() {
    //...
  }
}

class FlyingKick {
  doFlyingKick() {
    //...
  }
}

We can say a Midfielder uses-a Jersey or ArmBand and 
can-do FlyingKicks. Not all Players can do Flying Kicks and 



not all Midfielders or Player can-do FlyingKicks but are still 1

Players. 

Mixin falls into the composition relationships category. 
Because it adds behavior from different classes to a class, 
we can’t mixin a Player into a Midfielder but can mixin 
FlyingKick, Jersey and ArmBand into a Player or Midfielder. 

So, we see now that mixin depends on the relationship of 
the objects. 

Is Mixin Useful? 

Yes, mixin, as we have seen, is useful in composing 
multiple behaviors without inheriting all the features of the 
classes. 

Also, mixins help to create self-contained objects of 
similar features. 

With mixins, the behaviors can be reused. A large 
number of behaviors can be added all at once instead if one 
behavior at a time. 

Conclusion 

We saw what mixins are all about and how to utilize them 
effectively. There is a very superb way of bringing 
composition to software development. 
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Understanding Memoization in 1

JavaScript to Improve Performance 
 

H ow to improve your application performance 
through better Javascript memoization 

Cranking up the performance rate of our apps is what we 
crave. Memoization is one of the techniques in JavaScript to 
speed up the lookup of expensive operations by caching 
the results and re-using the cache in the next operation. 

In this article, we will see the usage of memoization and 
how it could help optimize the performance rate of your 
apps. Let’s get started. 

Memoization: Basic Idea 

If we have a CPU intensive operation, we can optimize 
the usage by storing the result of the initial operation in the 
cache. If the operation is bound to be carried out again, we 
won’t go to the hassle of boring out our CPU again, since 
the result of the same result was stored somewhere, we just 
simply return the result. 

It could be represented like this: 
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    function longOp(arg) {
        if( cache has operation result for arg) {
            return the cache
        }
        else {
            perform the long operation, takes 30 minutes
            store the result in cache
        }
        return the result
    }

    longOp('lp') // performs the operation because it is the 
first time, it takes 30 minutes
    // Next, it stores the result in cache

    longOp('bp') // performs the operation because it is the 
first time for this set of inputs `bp`, it takes 30 minutes
    // Next, it stores the result in cache

    longOp('bp') // same operation
    // It just returns the cache without perfomrming the long 
operation, takes 1 second

    longOp('lp') // same operation
    // It just returns the cache without perfomrming the long 
operation, takes 1 second

The above pseudo-function longOp is an expensive 
function in terms of CPU usage. First, it lets the operation 



run for a specific set of input(s) and caches the result of the 1

operation. On subsequent calls with the same inputs, it just 
returns the result previously stored in the cache bypassing 
the time and resource consuming operation. 

The first call with args lp, does the time-consuming 
operation which took 30 minutes to complete. When the 
function was called with the same input lp, it retrieves the 
previous result stored in the cache, this took approx. 1 
second. The same happened with the input, bp. 

Using real examples, let’s say we have a function that 
finds the square root of a number: 

function sqrt(arg) {
  return Math.sqrt(arg);
}

log(sqrt(4)); // 2
log(sqrt(9)); // 3

we can memoize this sqrt function: 

function sqrt(arg) {
  if (!sqrt.cache) {
    sqrt.cache = {};
  }
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  if (!sqrt.cache[arg]) {
    return (sqrt.cache[arg] = Math.sqrt(arg));
  }
  return sqrt.cache[arg];
}

We see now that the sqrt function save each result in a 
cache object that is a property of the function. 

Note, when memoizing your functions it is ideal to first 
create your cache and check if the input is already in the 
cache, if not move on to perform the operation. 

We can call the function a few times: 

sqrt(9);
sqrt(9);
sqrt(4);

The first call with 9 as param isn't cached, the 
computation is conducted and the result is cached. 

Ths second call returns the cached result. 

The third call will perform the computation because the 
input is its first time. Computation will be performed and 
the result cached for the next invocation of the function 
with the same input. 



We can add a log to see the objects stored in the cache: 1

//...
log(sqrt.cache); // { "9": 3, "4": 2 }

Another example, let’s say we have a square function that 
computes the square of any numbers passed into it. 

function square(num) {
  return num * num;
}

log(square(2)); // 4
log(square(4)); // 16

We can memoize this function like this: 

function square(num) {
  if (!square.cache) {
    square.cache = {};
  }
  if (!square.cache[num]) {
    return (square.cache[num] = num * num);
  }
  return square.cache[num];
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}

Same as sqrt function, it checks if the input has its result 
already. If yes, it returns the result from the cache. If no, it 
does the computation, returns the result and stores the 
result in the cache. 

log(square.cache); // undefined, no cache initially

log(square(2)); // 4
log(square.cache); // { "2": 4 }, the result of input 2 now in 
cache

log(square(2)); // 4
// Simply, returns the result of the input 2 stored in the cache 
from the above operation.

log(square(4)); // 16, does the operation becuase no 
operation with input 4 has been carried out before

log(square.cache); // { "2":4, "4": 16}, now input 4 result is 
now in cache.

log(square(4)); // 16, you can guess it retrievs theresult from 
the cache

Memoization: Implementation 



In the last section, we have altered our functions in 1

order to add memoization to them. 

Now, we could create a standalone function that will 
memoize any function. We will call this function memoize. 

function memoize(fn) { 
  return function () { 
    var args = 

Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments); 
    fn.cache = fn.cache || {}; 
    return fn.cache[args] 
      ? fn.cache[args] 
      : (fn.cache[args] = fn.apply(this, args)); 
  }; 
} 

We see that this function accepts another function as an 
argument and returns a function. 

To use this function, we call the memoize passing the 
function we want to memoize as an argument. 

memoizedFunction = memoize(funtionToMemoize);
memoizedFunction(args);
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For example, let’s pass in our first example, 

function sqrt(arg) {
  return Math.sqrt(arg);
}

const memoizedSqrt = memoize(sqrt);

The returned function memoizedSqrt is now a memoized 
version of sqrt. 

Let’s try it: 

//...
memoizedSqrt(4); // 2 calculated
memoizedSqrt(4); // 2 cached

memoizedSqrt(9); // 3 calculated
memoizedSqrt(9); // 3 cached

memoizedSqrt(25); // 5 calculated
memoizedSqrt(25); // 5 cached

We can add the memoize function to the Function 
prototype so that every function defined in our apps 
inherits the memoize function and can call it. 



 1

Function.prototype.memoize = function () {
  var self = this;
  return function () {
    var args = Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments);
    self.cache = self.cache || {};
    return self.cache[args]
      ? self.cache[args]
      : (self.cache[args] = self(args));
  };
};

We know that all functions defined in JS are inherited 
from the Function.prototype. So, anything thing added to 
the Function.prototype will be available to all the functions 
we define. 

Let’s see it in action: 

function sqrt(arg) {
  return Math.sqrt(arg);
}

// ...

const memoizedSqrt = sqrt.memoize();
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log(memoizedSqrt(4)); // 2, calculated
log(memoizedSqrt(4)); // 2, returns result from cache

log(memoizedSqrt(9)); // 3, calculated
log(memoizedSqrt(9)); // 3, returns result from cache

log(memoizedSqrt(25)); // 5, calculated
log(memoizedSqrt(25)); // 5, returns result from cache

Memoization: Speed and Benchmarking 

The goal of memoization is speed. Memoization trades 
memory space for speed. In an analysis conducted by 
Ericsson ConsumerLabs, it was found out that waiting for a 
slow web page to load is comparable to watching a horror 
movie. 

With, memoization we speed up the performance of our 
apps. 

To show the difference in time taken to execute a non-
memoized function and a memoized. We will benchmark 
our functions utilizing tie reading methods provided to us 
by Node. 

I benchmarked the sqrt function: 

function sqrt(arg) {
  return Math.sqrt(arg);



}1

const memoizedSqrt = memoize(sqrt);

console.time("non-memoized call");
console.log(memoizedSqrt(4));
console.timeEnd("non-memoized call");

console.time("memoized call");
console.log(memoizedSqrt(4));
console.timeEnd("memoized call");

Output: 

    $ node memoize 
    2 
    non-memoized call: 8.958ms 
    2 
    memoized call: 1.298ms 

I saw that the non-memoized function sqrt ran slower 
than the memoized function. We all know the reason, the 
memoized function doesn’t compute for the same input 
already cached, it returns the previously stored result. 

I ran the tests so many times on my machine and as 
always the memoized function always beat the non-
memoized function: 
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    $ node memoize 
    2 
    non-memoized call: 8.215ms 
    2 
    memoized call: 0.566ms 

    $ node memoize 
    2 
    non-memoized call: 7.062ms 
    2 
    memoized call: 0.354ms 

    $ node memoize 
    2 
    non-memoized call: 7.300ms 
    2 
    memoized call: 0.303ms 

    $ node memoize 
    2 
    non-memoized call: 7.681ms 
    2 
    memoized call: 0.301ms 

    $ node memoize 
    2 
    non-memoized call: 7.170ms 
    2 
    memoized call: 1.225ms 



Next, I benchmarked the square function: 1

function square(num) {
  return num * num;
}

const memoizedSqr = memoize(square);

console.time("non-memoized call");
console.log(memoizedSqr(2));
console.timeEnd("non-memoized call");

console.time("memoized call");
console.log(memoizedSqr(2));
console.timeEnd("memoized call");

I got the following results: 

    $ node memoize 
    4 
    non-memoized call: 9.455ms 
    4 
    memoized call: 4.567ms 

As expected the memoized function out-performed the 
non-memoized function. 
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Running more tests: 

    $ node memoize 
    4 
    non-memoized call: 7.167ms 
    4 
    memoized call: 0.294ms 

    $ node memoize 
    4 
    non-memoized call: 7.444ms 
    4 
    memoized call: 0.562ms 

    $ node memoize 
    4 
    non-memoized call: 7.472ms 
    4 
    memoized call: 1.487ms 

    $ node memoize 
    4 
    non-memoized call: 7.002ms 
    4 
    memoized call: 0.790ms 

    $ node memoize 
    4 
    non-memoized call: 7.841ms 
    4 
    memoized call: 1.788ms 



Memoization: When To Use 1

Here it comes, memoization generally reduces the 
execution time and impacts the performance rate of our 
apps. memoization works best when we know that a set of 
inputs will produce a certain output. 

Following best practices, memoization should be 
implemented on pure functions. Reasons that pure 
functions produce an output which depends on the input 
without changing the program's state (side effects). 

As memoization trades space for speed, memoization 
should be used in functions that have a limited input range 
so as to aid faster checkups. 

Memoization works best when dealing with recursive 
functions, which are used to perform heavy operations like 
GUI rendering, Sprite and animations physics, etc. 

Memoization: When Not To Use 

Memoization should not be used when the output of the 
function isn’t dependent on the input and when the output 
changes over time. 

Let’s see this example: 

function unpredicatble(input) {
  return input * Date.now();
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}

log(unpredicatble(4));
log(unpredicatble(4));

    $ node memoize 
    6169843078712 

    $ node memoize 
    6169843091424 

You see, the function was called with the same parameter 
yet it produced a different result/output. The output 
changes over time and it isn’t ideal for memoization, as the 
memoization won’t catch the current output. 

Use Case: The Fibonacci Series 

Fibonacci is one of many complex algorithms that can be 
optimized using memoization. 

In case, you lost me there. Fibonacci series is that is 
characterized by the fact that every number after the first 
two is the sum of the two preceding ones. 

1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89; 

Each number is the sum of the previous two. 



 1

    F2 = F1 + F1 => (2 = 1+1) 
    F5 = F3 + F2 => (5 = 3+2) 

    Therefore, 

    Fn = Fn-1 + Fn-2 

We can now implement this in JS: 

function fibonacci(num) {
  if (num == 1 || num == 2) {
    return 1;
  }
  return fibonacci(num - 1) + fibonacci(num - 2);
}

This function is recursive if the num exceeds 2. It 
recursively calls itself with a decrement. 

log(fibonacci(4)); // 3

Let’s benchmark the effectiveness of running the 
fibonacci against a memoized version. 
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const memFib = memoize(fibonacci);

log("profiling tests for fibonacci");
console.time("non-memoized call");
log(memFib(6));
console.timeEnd("non-memoized call");

console.time("memoized call");
log(memFib(6));
console.timeEnd("memoized call");

    $ node memoize 
    profiling tests for fibonacci 
    8 
    non-memoized call: 2.152ms 
    8 
    memoized call: 1.270ms 

The first call took 2.152ms, then next call hit the cache 
which took 1.270ms. That’s a difference of 0.882ms!!! So 
much time. 

Running more tests: 

    $ node memoize 
    profiling tests for fibonacci 
    8 
    non-memoized call: 3.031ms 



    8 1

    memoized call: 1.136ms 

    $ node memoize 
    profiling tests for fibonacci 
    8 
    non-memoized call: 1.444ms 
    8 
    memoized call: 0.249ms 

    
    $ node memoize 
    profiling tests for fibonacci 
    8 
    non-memoized call: 1.200ms 
    8 
    memoized call: 0.242ms 

You see at some point it took the memoized version 
almost 0ms to execute. 

Use Case: Factorial 

The factorial of a number is gotten by multiplying the 
number in sequence from the number down to 1. 

    5! = 5 * 4 * 3 * 2 * 1 
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    such that, 

    N! = N * (N-1) * (N-2) * (N-3) * ... * 2 * 1 

It can be implemented in JS like this: 

function factorial(num) {
  if (num == 1 || num == 0) {
    return 1;
  }
  return num * factorial(num - 1);
}

Factorial is a recursive-bound algorithm and it can 
become expensive to call multiple times. 

Let’s say we want to calculate the factorial of 20. 

log(factorial(20)); // 2432902008176640000

That’s huge!! And it took: 

    console.time("factorial(20) call")
    log(factorial(20))
    console.timeEnd("factorial(20) call")



1

    factorial(20) call: 1.932ms

Factorial is repeating a number of steps. 

factorial(20);

is the same as 

    factorial(20) = 20 * factorial(19)

    20! = 20.19! 
    N! = N.(N-1)! 

If we could cache the results of the previous calculations, 
we would speed up the execution time of our function. 
Instead of finding factorial(19) every time, it returns the 
result of the previous calculation from the cache. 

We memoize the factorial function, then benchmark it to 
see the performance: 

const memFact = memoize(factorial);

log("profiling tests for factorial");
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console.time("non-memoized factorial(20) call");
log(memFact(20));
console.timeEnd("non-memoized factorial(20) call");

console.time("memoized factorial(20) call");
log(memFact(20));
console.timeEnd("memoized factorial(20) call");

    $ node memoize 
    profiling tests for factorial 
    2432902008176640000 
    non-memoized factorial(20) call: 2.956ms 
    2432902008176640000 
    memoized factorial(20) call: 2.084ms 

The memoized factorial fares better. 

Conclusion 

In this post, we learned what memoization does and how 
it could affect the performance of our web apps. 

Next, we went on to create several functions and a 
memoized version of them. Then, we benchmarked them 
and saw that the memoized version outperformed the non-
memoized version. Finally, we explored several use cases 
to show how memoization could have a huge impact on 
them. 



Be it as it may, memoization has a great benefit but it 1

comes with a cost. It trades heavy memory usage for speed. 
It might go un-noticed in low-memory functions but would 
have an impact when dealing with RAM-intensive functions. 
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Understanding Javascript Mutation 
and Pure Functions 
 

B oost your app performance by better understanding 
Mutation and Pure Functions in JS 

Immutability, Pure Functions, Side Effects, State 
Mutation are words we come across almost every day, but 
little do we know how they work or what they are or what 
goodies they bring to software development. 

In this article, we look into all these to really know what 
they are and how to utilize them to boost the performance 
of our web apps. 

JavaScript: Primitives/References 

We will start by knowing how JS manipulate and access 
our data types. 

In JS, there are primitive data types and reference data 
types. primitive data types are referenced by value while 
the non-primitive/reference data types point to memory 
addresses. 

Primitive data types are: 



 1
• Boolean 
• Number 
• String 
• Null 
• Undefined 
• Symbol 

Reference data types are: 

• Objects 
• Arrays 

When we write a primitive data type like this: 

let one = 1;

On the call stack, the one variable directly points to the 
value 1: 

    Call Stack 

    #000    one -> |  1  | 
    #001                 |     | 
    #002                |     | 
    #003                |     | 
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And if we change the value of the one variable 

let one = 1;
one = 3;

The one memory address #000 which holds the value 1 is 
directly changed to 3. 

But, if we write a reference data type like this: 

let arr = {
  one: 1,
};

OR 

let arr = new Object();
arr.one = 1;

JS will create the object in the Heap memory and store 
the memory address of the object in arr call stack location: 



    Call Stack       Heap 

    #000    arr -> | #101 |     #101 | one: 1 | 
    #001                |         |     #102 |            | 
    #002               |         |     #103 |            | 
    #003               |         |     #104 |            | 

 1
You see arr doesn't store the object directly but points to 

the memory location(#101) of the object. Unlike primitive 
data types that hold its value directly. 

let arr = { one: 1 };
// arr holds the memory location of the object {one: 1}
// `arr` == #101

let one = 1;
// `one` a primitive data type holds the value `1`
// one == 1

If we change the property in arr like this: 

arr.one = 2;

We are basically telling the program to change the 
property value of the object pointed to by arr. If you are 
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good with pointers and references from C/C++ world, all 
these will be much clear to you. 

When you pass a reference data type around, you are 
merely passing the address of its memory location, not the 
actual value. 

function chg(arg) {
  //arg points to the memory address of { one: 1 }
  arg.one = 99;
  // This modification will affect { one: 1 } because arg points 
to its memory address, 101
}

let arr = { one: 1 };
// address of `arr` is `#000`
// `arr` contains `#101`, adrress of object, `{one: 1}` in Heap

log(arr); // { one: 1 }

chg(arr /* #101 */);
// #101 is passed in

log(arr); // { one: 99 }
// The change affected `arr`

Because reference data types hold memory address any 
change to it affects the memory it points to. 



If we passed in a primitive data type: 1

function chg(arg) {
  arg++;
}

let one = 1; // primitive data types holds the actual value of 
the variable.

log(one); // 1

chg(one /* 1 */);
// the value of `one` is passed in.

log(one); // one is still `1`. No change because primitives 
only hold the value

State Mutation, Immutability 

In Biology, we learned about DNA and DNA mutation. 
DNA has four base pairs: ATGC These pairs encode 
information to produce a type of protein in the body. 
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    A T A T G C A T G C G A T A 
     |  |   |   |  |   |  |   |  |   |   |  |   |  | 
    T A C G A G C T A G G C T A 

     
     
     

       AProteinase 

    Information to produce a protein (eg, insulin etc) 

This above DNA strand encodes information to produce 
the AProteinase protein useful for bone structure 
alignment. 

If we change the DNA strand pairing, even by one one 
pair: 

    A T A T G C A T G C G A T A 
     |  |   |  |   |.  |. |. |. |.  |   |. |.  |. | 
    T A C G A G C T A G G C T A 

     
     

  
G T A T G C A T G C G A T A 
 |.  |. |. |.  |. |. |.  |. |.  |. |.  |. |. | 
T A C G A G C T A G G C T A 



The DNA will produce a different protein because the 
information to produce the protein AProteinase has been 
tampered with. So another protein is produced which 
might be benign or in some cases, toxic. 

 1

    G T A T G C A T G C G A T A 
     |  |.  |.  |. |. |.  |. |.  |. |. |.  |. |. | 
    T A C G A G C T A G G C T A 

     
     
     

    Now produces _AProtienase 

We call this change mutation or DNA mutation. 

The mutation caused the change in the state of the DNA. 

Now, coming to JS, the reference data types(Arrays, 
Objects) are data structures. These data structures hold the 
information to manipulate our application. 

let state = {
  wardens: 900,
  animals: 800,
};
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This above Object holds the information of a Zoo 
application. If we change the number of animals in the state 
Object: 

let state = {
  wardens: 900,
  animals: 800,
};
state.animals = 90;

Our state object will hold/encode a new information: 

state = {
  wardens: 900,
  animals: 90,
};

This is called mutation. 

Our state was changed from: 

state = {
  wardens: 900,
  animals: 800,
};



to 1

state = {
  wardens: 900,
  animals: 90,
};

Immutability comes when we want to preserve our state. 
To keep our state from changing we have to create a new 
instance of our state objects. 

function bad(state) {
  state.prp = "yes";
  return state;
}

function good(state) {
  let newState = { ...state };
  newState.prp = "yes";
  return newState;
}
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Immutability makes our app state predictable, ups the 
performance rate of our apps and to easily track changes in 
state. 

Pure Functions, Side Effects 

Pure functions are functions that accept an input and 
returns a value without modifying any data outside its 
scope(Side Effects). Its output or return value must depend 
on the input/arguments and pure functions must return a 
value. 

function impure(arg) {
  finalR.s = 90;
  return arg * finalR.s;
}

The above function is not a pure function because it 
modified a state finalR.s outside its scope. 

function impure(arg) {
  let f = finalR.s * arg;
}

The above function also isn’t a pure function because it 
didn’t return a value though it didn’t modify any external 
state. 



function impure(arg) {1

  return finalR.s * 3;
}

The above function is impure, though it didn’t affect any 
external state, its output return finalR.s * 3 isn't dependent 
on the input arg. Not only must pure function return a 
value but it must depend on the input. 

function pure(arg) {
  return arg * 4;
}

Here is a pure function. It didn’t side effect any external 
state and it returns an output based on the input. 

Benefits 

Personally, the only understandable goodie I find in these 
terms is mutation tracking. 

To know when to render your state is a very important 
thing. Many JavaScript frameworks have devised awesome 
and brilliant means to detect when to render their states. 
But at the center of it comes when to know re-render after 
the initial rendering. This is called mutation tracking, to 
know when the state is mutated or changed so as to re-
render the changed state. 
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Since we have implemented the immutability, we are 
sure our app state won’t be mutated anywhere in the app 
and also pure functions following its rules and principles. 
These make it easy to see if anything has changed. 

    let state = {
        add: 0,
    }

    funtion render() {
        //...
    }

    function effects(state,action) {
        if(action == 'addTen') {
            return {...state, add: state.add + 10}
        }
        return state;
    }

    function shouldUpdate(s) {
        if(s === state){
            return false
        }
        return true
    }

    state = effects(state, 'addTen')



1

    if(shouldUpdate(state)) {
        render();
    }

We have a small app here. The state is held by the state 
object which has only add property. This app renders the 
app property. It shouldn't always render the state when 
anything happens but should check whether a change 
occurred in the state object. 

Like so, we have an effects function, a pure function 
which we use to affect our state. You see that it returns a 
new state when the state is to be changed and returns the 
same state when no modification is required. 

Therefore, we have a shouldUpdate function which 
checks using the === operator whether the old state and the 
new state is the same. If they are not the same the render 
function is called, to update the new state. 

Conclusion 

We looked into most common terms in web development 
and demonstrated what they are and how useful they are. 
This will be very much rewarding if you put it into practice. 
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Understanding the For…of Loop In 
JavaScript 
 

I n JavaScript, we have so many looping statements: 

• while statement 
• do...while statement 
• for statement 
• for...in statement 
• for...of statement 

All these have one basic function: they repeat until a 
certain condition is met. 

In this article, we will look into the for...of statement to 
see how it works and where it can be used to write better 
code in our JS applications. 

for…of 

for...of is a type of for statement to cycles through 
iterables(iterable objects) until it reaches the end of the 
line. 

Let’s look at a basic example: 



 1
let arr = [2, 4, 6, 8, 10];

for (let a of arr) {
  log(a);
}
// It logs:
// 2
// 4
// 6
// 8
// 10

With much less code than the for statement, we looped 
through the arr array. 

let myname = "Nnamdi Chidume";

for (let a of myname) {
  log(a);
}

// It logs:
// N
// n
// a
// m
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// d
// i
//
// C
// h
// i
// d
// u
// m
// e

You know if we used for loop, we will have to employ 
some mathematics and logic to know when we reached the 
end of myname and quit. But you see with for..of loop we 
save ourselves some headache :). 

As we can see for...of has the following general definition: 

for (variable of iterable) {
  //...
}

variable - holds the value of each property of the iterable 
on each iteration. iterable - is the object to be iterated 
upon. 

Iterables and Iterator 



At the definition of for…of loop, we said it “cycles 1

through iterables(iterable objects)”. So with this, it means 
to tell us that for...of loop could not be used unless the item 
it is going to try to loop over is an iterable. 

Then, what are iterables? 

Simply put, Iterables are objects that iteration could be 
performed on. In ECMAScript 2015 a coupla additions were 
made. These additions were new protocols. And among the 
protocols were the Iterator protocol and Iterable protocol. 

According to Mozilla Developer, “The iterable protocol 
allows JavaScript objects to define or customize their 
iteration behavior, such as what values are looped over in a 
for..of construct.” and “In order to be iterable, an object 
must implement the @@iterator method, meaning that the 
object (or one of the objects up its prototype chain) must 
have a property with a @@iterator key which is available 
via constant Symbol.iterator." 

What this actually means is that, for your objects to be 
able to be looped through by for...of it must be iterable in 
other words it must have the weird @@iterator as property. 
That's conforming to the iterable protocol. 

So when the object with the @@iterator property is to be 
iterated by for...of, the @@iterator method is called by the 
same for...of. The @@iterator must return an iterator. 
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Now, the Iterator protocol defines a way by which a 
stream of values could be returned from an object. An 
iterator must implement the next method. The next 
method has a set of rules to follow: 

• It must return an object with properties done, value 
{done, value} 
• The done is Boolean that denotes when the end of the 
stream is reached. 
• The value holds the value of the current cycle. 

Example: 

const createIterator = function () {
  var array = ["Nnamdi", "Chidume"];
  return {
    next: function () {
      if (this.index == 0) {
        this.index++;
        return { value: array[this.index], done: false };
      }
      if (this.index == 1) {
        return { value: array[this.index], done: true };
      }
    },
    index: 0,
  };
};
const iterator = createIterator();
log(iterator.next()); // Nnamdi



log(iterator.next()); // Chidume1

Basically, the @@iterator method returns an iterator 
which the for...of uses to cycle through the implementing 
object to get the values. So, if an object doesn't have the 
@@iterator method and/or returns an iterator, the for...of 
statement on it won't work. 

    const nonIterable = //...
     for( let a of nonIterable) {
         // ...
     }

    for( let a of nonIterable) {
                   ^

    TypeError: nonIterable is not iterable

Examples of Iterables are: 

• String 
• Map 
• TypedArray 
• Array 
• Set 
• Generator 
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Notice that Object is missing. Object is not an iterable. If 
we try to use loop through an object’s properties using the 
for…of loop: 

    let obj {
        firstname: "Nnamdi",
        surname: "Chidume"
    }

    for(const a of obj) {
        log(a)
    }

It will throw an error: 

    for(const a of obj) {
                   ^

    TypeError: obj is not iterable

We can check if an object is iterable by doing this: 

    const str = new String('Chidume');
    log(typeof str[Symbol.iterator]);

    function



 1
See, it logs a function, that shows @@iterator property is 

present in String. If we try Object: 

const obj = {
  surname: "Chidume",
};
log(typeof obj[Symbol.iterator]);

undefined;

Woo!! undefined means not present. 

for…of: Array 

An Array is an iterable. 

log(typeof new Array("Nnamdi", "Chidume")
[Symbol.iterator]);
// function

That’s why we can perform for...of on it. 
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const arr = ["Chidume", "Nnamdi", "loves", "JS"];

for (const a of arr) {
  log(a);
}

// It logs:
// Chidume
// Nnamdi
// loves
// JS

const arr = new Array("Chidume", "Nnamdi", "loves", "JS");
for (const a of arr) {
  log(a);
}

// It logs:
// Chidume
// Nnamdi
// loves
// JS

for…of: String 

String is also iterable. 

const myname = "Chidume Nnamdi";



1

for (const a of myname) {
  log(a);
}

// It logs:
// C
// h
// i
// d
// u
// m
// e
//
// N
// n
// a
// m
// d
// i

const str = new String("The Young");

for (const a of str) {
  log(a);
}

// It logs:
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// T
// h
// e
//
// Y
// o
// u
// n
// g

for…of: Map 

const map = new Map([
  ["surname", "Chidume"],
  ["firstname", "Nnamdi"],
]);

for (const a of map) {
  log(a);
}

// It logs:
// ["surname", "Chidume"]
// ["firstname","Nnamdi"]

for (const [key, value] of map) {
  log(`key: ${key}, value: ${value}`);
}



1

// It logs:
// key: surname, value: Chidume
// key: firstname, value: Nnamdi

for…of: Set 

const set = new Set(["Chidume", "Nnamdi"]);

for (const a of set) {
  log(a);
}

// It logs:
// Chidume
// Nnamdi

for…of: TypedArray 

const typedarray = new Uint8Array([0xe8, 0xb4, 0xf8, 
0xaa]);

for (const a of typedarray) {
  log(a);
}
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// It logs:
// 232
// 180
// 248
// 170

for…of: arguments 

arguments is iterable? Well, let’s check it out: 

// testFunc.js
function testFunc(arg) {
  log(typeof arguments[Symbol.iterator]);
}
testFunc();

Output: 

    $ node testFunc 
    function 

Well, that settles it. If we investigate further, arguments is 
actually of type IArguments and the class implementing the 
IArguments interface has the @@iterator property which 
makes arguments iterable. 

// testFunc.js



1

function testFunc(arg) {
  log(typeof arguments[Symbol.iterator]);
  for (const a of arguments) {
    log(a);
  }
}
testFunc("Chidume");

// It:
// Chidume

for…of: Custom Iterables 

Like we demonstrated in the previous sections we can 
create a custom iterable that can be iterated by for..of. 

var obj = {};
obj[Symbol.iterator] = function () {
  var array = ["Chidume", "Nnamdi"];
  return {
    next: function () {
      let value = null;
      if (this.index == 0) {
        value = array[this.index];
        this.index++;
        return { value, done: false };
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      }
      if (this.index == 1) {
        value = array[this.index];
        this.index++;
        return { value, done: false };
      }
      if (this.index == 2) {
        return { done: true };
      }
    },
    index: 0,
  };
};

I created an object obj and to make it iterable, I assigned 
a @@iterator property to it using the [Symbol.iterator]. 
Then, I made the function to return an iterator. 

    //...
    return {
        next: function() {...}
    }
    //...

Remember, an iterator must have a next() function. 



Inside the next function, I implemented the values will 1

be returning to for..of during iteration. Looking at it above, 
you will see that what I did is quite clear. 

Let’s test this our obj against a for..of to see what will 
happen: 

    // customIterableTest.js
    //...
    for (let a of obj) {
        log(a)
    }

    $ node customIterableTest
    Chidume
    Nnamdi

Yea!!! You see it worked! 

Making Object and plain objects iterable 

Plain objects are not iterable and also objects from Object 
are not iterable. 

We can by-pass this by adding @@iterator to the 
Object.prototype with a custom iterator. 
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Object.prototype[Symbol.iterator] = function () {
  let properties = Object.keys(this);
  let count = 0;
  let isdone = false;
  let next = () => {
    let value = this[properties[count]];
    if (count == properties.length) {
      isdone = true;
    }
    count++;
    return { done: isdone, value };
  };
  return { next };
};

The properties variable holds the properties of the object 
gotten using the Object.keys() call. In the next function, we 
simply return each value from the properties variable and 
update the count so as to get the next value from the 
properties variable using the count variable as the index. 
When the count equals the length of the properties we set 
done to true, so the iteration stops. 

Testing using Object: 

let o = new Object();
o.s = "SK";
o.me = "SKODA";
for (let a of o) {



  log(a);1

}

SK;
SKODA;

It works!!! 

With plain objects: 

let dd = {
  shit: 900,
  opp: 800,
};

for (let a of dd) {
  log(a);
}

900;
800;

Tada!! :) 

So we can add this as a polyfill so we can use for..of on 
objects where ever we want in our app. 
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Using for…of on ES6 classes 

We can use for..of to iterate through a list of data in an 
instance of a class. 

class Profiles {
  constructor(profiles) {
    this.profiles = profiles;
  }
}

const profiles = new Profiles([
  {
    firstname: "Nnamdi",
    surname: "Chidume",
  },
  {
    firstname: "Philip",
    surname: "David",
  },
]);

The class Profiles has a property profile that holds an 
array of users. We may need to display this data in our app 
using for...of. If we do this: 



//...1

for (const a of profiles) {
  log(a);
}

Obviously, it won’t work 

    for(const a of profiles) {
                   ^

    TypeError: profiles is not iterable

To make profiles iterable remember the rules: 

• The object must have the @@iterator property. 
• The @@iterator function must return an iterator. 
• The iterator must implement the next() function. 

We define the @@iterator property using the familiar 
constant [Symbol.iterator]. 

class Profiles {
  constructor(profiles) {
    this.profiles = profiles;
  }
  [Symbol.iterator]() {
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    let props = this.profiles;
    let propsLen = this.profiles.length;
    let count = 0;
    return {
      next: function () {
        if (count < propsLen) {
          return { value: props[count++], done: false };
        }
        if (count == propsLen) {
          return { done: true };
        }
      },
    };
  }
}

Then, if we run: 

    //...
    for(const a of profiles) {
        log(a)
    }

    $ node profile.js
    { firstname: 'Nnamdi', surname: 'Chidume' }
    { firstname: 'Philip', surname: 'David' }



We have our profiles property displayed. 1

Async Iterator 

A new construct was introduced to ECMAScript 2018 to 
be able to loop through an array of Promises, this new 
construct is for-await-of and a new Symbol 
Symbol.asyncIterator. 

The Symbol.asyncIterator function in an iterable returns 
an iterator that returns a Promise. 

    const f = {
        [Symbol.asyncIterator]() {
            return new Promise(...)
        }
    }

The difference between [Symbol.iterator] and 
[Symbol.asyncIterator] is that the former returns { value, 
done } while the latter returns a Promise that resolves to 
{ value, done }. 

Our f above will look like this: 

const f = {
  [Symbol.asyncIterator]() {
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    return {
      next: function () {
        if (this.index == 0) {
          this.index++;
          return new Promise((res) => res({ value: 900, done: 
false }));
        }
        return new Promise((res) => res({ value: 1900, done: 
true }));
      },
      index: 0,
    };
  },
};

The f is an async iterable. You see it always returns a 
Promise, the Promise has a resolve function that returns a 
value at each iteration. 

To iterate through f, we will not use for..of rather we will 
use the new for-await-of like this: 

// ...
async function fAsyncLoop() {
  for await (const _f of f) {
    log(_f);
  }
}
fAsyncLoop();



 1
    $ node fAsyncLoop.js 
    900 

We can also use this for-await-of to loop through an array 
of Promises: 

const arrayOfPromises = [
  new Promise((res) => res("Nnamdi")),
  new Promise((res) => res("Chidume")),
];

async function arrayOfPromisesLoop() {
  for await (const p of arrayOfPromises) {
    log(p);
  }
}
arrayOfPromisesLoop();

Output: 

$ node arrayOfPromisesLoop.js 
Nnamdi 
Chidume 

Conclusion 
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In this post we dug deep into for…of loop. We started by 
defining what for..of is, and went on to see what makes 
what iterable. Then, we looked at the complete list of 
iterables in JS and went through each of them to see how to 
work with for...of loop on them. 

Like I said in the beginning, for..of saves us a lot of 
complexities and logic and helps make our code looks 
cleaner and readable. If you haven’t tried this awesome for- 
loop mutation, I think now will be the right time to do so. 



Understanding Currying in 1

JavaScript  

F unctional programming is a style of programming 
that attempts to pass functions as 
arguments(callbacks) and return functions without 

side-effects(changes to the program’s state). 

So many languages adopted this programming style. 
JavaScript, Haskell, Clojure, Erlang, and Scala are the most 
popular among them. 

And with its ability to pass and return functions, it 
brought so many concepts: 

• Pure Functions 
• Currying 
• Higher-Order functions 

And one of the concepts we are going to look at here is 
Currying. 

In this article📄 , we will see how currying works and 
how it will be useful in our work as software developers. 

What is Currying? 
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Currying is a process in functional programming in 
which we can transform a function with multiple 
arguments into a sequence of nesting functions. It returns a 
new function that expects the next argument inline. 

It keeps returning a new function (that expects the 
current argument, like we said earlier) until all the 
arguments are exhausted. The arguments are kept 
"alive"(via closure) and all are used in execution when the 
final function in the currying chain is returned and 
executed. 

Currying is the process of turning a function with multiple 
arity into a function with less arity — Kristina Brainwave 

Note: The term arity, refers to the number of arguments 
a function takes. For example, 

function fn(a, b) {
  //...
}

function _fn(a, b, c) {
  //...
}

function fn takes two arguments (2-arity function) and 
_fn takes three arguments (3-arity function). 



So, currying transforms a function with multiple 1

arguments into a sequence/series of functions each taking a 
single argument. 

Let’s look at a simple example: 

function multiply(a, b, c) {
  return a * b * c;
}

This function takes three numbers, multiplies the 
numbers and returns the result. 

multiply(1, 2, 3); // 6

See, how we called the multiply function with the 
arguments in full. Let’s create a curried version of the 
function and see how we would call the same function (and 
get the same result) in a series of calls: 

function multiply(a) {
  return (b) => {
    return (c) => {
      return a * b * c;
    };
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  };
}

log(multiply(1)(2)(3)); // 6

We have turned the multiply(1,2,3) function call to 
multiply(1)(2)(3) multiple function calls. 

One single function has been turned to a series of 
functions. To get the result of multiplication of the three 
numbers 1, 2 and 3, the numbers are passed one after the 
other, each number prefilling the next function inline for 
invocation. 

We could separate this multiply(1)(2)(3) to understand it 
better: 

const mul1 = multiply(1);
const mul2 = mul1(2);
const result = mul2(3);
log(result); // 6

Let’s take it one after the other. We passed 1 to the 
multiply function: 

let mul1 = multiply(1);



It returns the function: 1

return (b) => {
  return (c) => {
    return a * b * c;
  };
};

Now, mul1 holds the above function definition which 
takes an argument b. 

We called the mul1 function, passing in 2: 

let mul2 = mul1(2);

The mul1 will return the third function: 

return (c) => {
  return a * b * c;
};

The returned function is now stored in mul2 variable. 

In essence, mul2 will be: 
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mul2 = (c) => {
  return a * b * c;
};

When mul2 is called with 3 as the parameter, 

const result = mul2(3);

it does the calculation with the previously passed in 
parameters: a = 1, b = 2 and returns 6. 

log(result); // 6

Being a nested function, mul2 has access to the variable 
scope of the outer functions, multiply and mul1. 

This is how mul2 could perform the multiplication 
operation with variables defined in the already exit-ed 
functions. Though the functions have long since returned 
and garbage collected from memory, yet its variables are 
somehow still kept "alive". 

You see that the three numbers were applied one at a 
time to the function, and at each time, a new function is 
returned until all the numbers are exhausted. 



 1
Let’s look at another example: 

function volume(l, w, h) {
  return l * w * h;
}

const aCylinder = volume(100, 20, 90); // 180000l

We have a function volume that calculates the volume of 
any solid shape. 

The curried version will accept one argument and return 
a function, which also will accept one argument and return 
a function. This will loop/continue until the last argument is 
reached and the last function is returned, which will 
perform the multiplication operation with the previous 
arguments and the last argument. 

function volume(l) {
  return (w) => {
    return (h) => {
      return l * w * h;
    };
  };
}
const aCylinder = volume(100)(20)(90); // 180000
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Like what we had in the multiply function, the last 
function only accepts h but will perform the operation with 
other variables whose enclosing function scope has long 
since returned. It works nonetheless because of Closure. 

The idea behind currying is to take a function and derive 
a function that returns specialized function(s). 

Currying in Mathematics 

I kinda liked the mathematical illustration 👉 Wikipedia 
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Currying gave to 
demonstrate further the concept of currying. Let’s look at it 
here with our own example. 

If we have an equation 

f(x, y) = x ^ (2 + y) = z; 

There are two variables x and y. If the two variables were 
given as x=3 and y=4, find the value of z. 

If we substitute y for 4 and x for 3 in f(x,y): 

f(x, y) = f(3, 4) = x ^ (2 + y) = 3 ^ (2 + 4) = 13 = z; 



We get the result, 13. 1

We can curry f(x,y) to provide the variables in a series of 
functions: 

    h = x^2 + y = f(x,y) 
    hy(x) = x^2 + y = hx(y) = x^2 + y 

    [hx => w.r.t x] and [hy => w.r.t y] 

    Note: hx is h subscript x and hy is h subscript y. w.r.t is 
”with respect to”. 

If we fix x=3 in equation hx(y) = x^2 + y , it will return a 
new equation that have y as the variable: 

    h3(y) = 3^2 + y = **9 + y** 

    Note: h3 is h subscript 3 

It is the same as: 

h3(y) = h(3)(y) = f(3, y) = 3 ^ (2 + y) = 9 + y; 

The value hasn’t been resolved, it returned a new 
equation 9 + y expecting another variable, y. 
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Next, we pass in y=4: 

h3(4) = h(3)(4) = f(3, 4) = 9 + 4 = 13; 

y being last in the variable chain, The addition op is 
performed with the previous variable x = 3 still retained 
and a value is resolved, 13. 

So basically, we curried the equation f(x,y) = 3^2 + y to a 
sequence of equations: 

    3^2 + y -> 9 + y 

    f(3,y) = h3(y) = 3^2 + y = 9 + y 
    f(3,y) = 9 + y 
    f(3,4) = h3(4) = 9 + 4 = 13 

before finally getting the result. 

Wow!! That’s some math, if you find this not clear 
enough 😕 . You can read📖  the full details on 👉 Wikipedia 
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Currying. 

Currying and Partial Function Application 

Now, some might begin to think that the number of 
nested functions a curried function has depends on the 



number of arguments it receives. Yes, that makes it a 1

curry. 

I can design the curried function of volume to be this: 

function volume(l) {
  return (w, h) => {
    return l * w * h;
  };
}

So it can be called like this: 

const hCy = volume(70);

hCy(203, 142);
hCy(220, 122);
hCy(120, 123);

or 

volume(70)(90, 30);
volume(70)(390, 320);
volume(70)(940, 340);
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We just defined a specialized function that calculates a 
volume of any cylinder of length (l), 70. 

It expects 3 arguments and has 2 nested functions, unlike 
our previous version that expects 3 arguments and has 
3nesting functions. 

This version isn’t a curry. We just did a partial application 
of the volume function. 

Currying and Partial Application are related, but they are 
of different concepts. 

Partial application transforms a function into another 
function with smaller arity. 

function acidityRatio(x, y, z) {
  return performOp(x, y, z);
}

  

function acidityRatio(x) {
  return (y, z) => {
    return performOp(x, y, z);
  };
}



 1
Note: I purposely left out the implementation of the 

performOp function. Here, it isn't necessary. All you have 
to know is the concept behind currying and partial 
application. 

This is the partial application of the acidityRatio 
function. This is no currying involved here. The 
acidityRatio function was partially applied to receive less 
arity, to expect less argument than its original function. 

To make it be currying, it would be like this: 

    function acidityRatio(x) {
        return (y) = > {
            return (z) = > {
                return performOp(x,y,z)
            }
        }
    }

Currying creates nesting functions according to the 
number of the arguments of the function. Each function 
receives an argument. If there is no argument there is no 
currying. 
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Currying works for functions with more than two 
arguments — Wikipedia https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Currying 

Currying transforms a function into a sequence of 
functions each taking a single argument of the function. 

There might be a case whereby currying and partial 
application kinda meet👬  each other. Let’s say we have a 
function: 

function div(x, y) {
  return x / y;
}

If we partially apply it. We will get: 

function div(x) {
  return (y) => {
    return x / y;
  };
}

Also, currying will give us the same result: 

function div(x) {
  return (y) => {



    return x / y;1

  };
}

Though currying and partial function gave the same 
result, they are two different entities. 

Like we said earlier, currying and partial application are 
related, but not actually the same by design. the common 
thing between them is that they depend on closure to work. 

Is Currying Useful? 

Of course, currying comes in handy when you want to: 

1. Write little code modules that can be reused and 
configured with ease, much like what we do with npm: 

For example, you own a store🏠  and you want to give 
10%💵  discount to your fav customers: 

function discount(price, discount) {
  return price * discount;
}

When a fav customer buys a good worth of $500, you 
give him: 
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const price = discount(500, 0.1); // $50
// $500  - $50 = $450

You see that in the long run, we would find ourselves 
calculating discount with 10% on a daily basis. 

const price = discount(1500, 0.1); // $150
// $1,500 - $150 = $1,350

const price = discount(2000, 0.1); // $200
// $2,000 - $200 = $1,800

const price = discount(50, 0.1); // $5
// $50 - $5 = $45

const price = discount(5000, 0.1); // $500
// $5,000 - $500 = $4,500

const price = discount(300, 0.1); // $30
// $300 - $30 = $270

We can curry the discount function, so we don’t always 
add the 0.10 discount: 

function discount(discount) {



  return (price) => {1

    return price * discount;
  };
}

const tenPercentDiscount = discount(0.1);

Now, we can now calculate only with price of the goods 
bought by your fav customers: 

tenPercentDiscount(500); // $50
// $500 - $50 = $450

Again, it happens that, some fav customers are more 
important than some fav customers- let’s call them super-
fav customers. And we want to give 20% discount to our 
super-fav customers. 

We use our curried discount function: 

const twentyPercentDiscount = discount(0.2);

We setup a new function for our super-fav customers by 
calling the curry function discount with a 0.2 value , that is 
20%. 
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The returned function twentyPercentDiscount will be 
used to calculate discounts for our super-fav customers: 

twentyPercentDiscount(500); // 100
// $500 - $100 = $400
twentyPercentDiscount(5000); // 1000
// $5,000 - $1,000 = $4,000
twentyPercentDiscount(1000000); // 200000
// $1,000,000 - $200,000 = $600,000

2. Avoid frequently calling a function with the same 
argument: 

For example, we have a function to calculate the volume 
of a cylinder: 

function volume(l, w, h) {
  return l * w * h;
}

It happens that all the cylinders in your warehouse🏠  are 
of height 100m. You will see that you will repeatedly call 
this function with h as 100: 

volume(200, 30, 100); // 2003000l
volume(32, 45, 100); //144000l



volume(2322, 232, 100); // 53870400l1

To resolve this, you curry the volume function(like we 
did earlier): 

function volume(h) {
  return (w) => {
    return (l) => {
      return l * w * h;
    };
  };
}

We can define a specific function for a particular cylinder 
height: 

const hCylinderHeight = volume(100);

hCylinderHeight(200)(30); // 600,000l
hCylinderHeight(2322)(232); // 53,870,400l

General Curry Function 

Let’s develop a function that takes any function and 
returns a curried version of the function. 
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To do that we will have this(though you own approach 
could be different from mine): 

function curry(fn, ...args) {
  return (..._arg) => {
    return fn(...args, ..._arg);
  };
}

What did we do here? Our curry function accepts a 
function (fn) that we want to curry and a variable number 
of parameters(…args). The rest operator is used to gather 
the number of parameters after fn into ...args. 

Next, we return a function that also collects the rest of 
the parameters as …_args. This function invokes the 
original function fn passing in ...args and …_args through 
the use of the spread operator as parameters, then, the 
value is returned to the user. 

We can now use our own curry function to create specific 
functions. 

Let’s use our curry function to create a more specific 
function (one that calculates the volume of 100m(length) 
cylinders) of the volume function: 

function volume(l, h, w) {



  return l * h * w;1

}

const hCy = curry(volume, 100);

hCy(200, 900); // 18000000l
hCy(70, 60); // 420000l

Conclusion 

Closure makes currying possible in JavaScript. It’s ability 
to retain the state of functions already executed, gives us 
the ability to create factory🏭  functions — functions that 
can add a specific value to their argument. 

It is quite tricky to wrap your head around currying, 
closures and functional programming. But I assure you 
with time⌚  and constant practice🏪 , you will start to get 
the hang of it and see how worthwhile it is 😘 . 
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Methods to Iterate through JavaScript 
Objects 
 

I n this post, we will look at different ways we can iterate 
through a JS object to get their keys and values. 

• Object.entries 
• Object.keys 
• Object.values 
• Object.getOwnPropertyNames 
• for…in 

Let’s take each of them one after another. Read on. 

Object.entries 

This method was introduced in ES2017 (ES8). This 
method returns a multi-dimensional array. The array 
contains an array of key-value pair of the object’s 
properties. 

const animal = {
  lion: "v.strong",
  fowl: "thats foul!!",
  goat: "v.stubborn",
};



const kp = Object.entries(animal);1

log(kp)[
  (["lion", "v.strong"], ["fowl", "thats foul!!"], ["goat", 
"v.stubborn"])
];

Object.entries doesn't go down the prototype chain. It 
only walks through the properties of the object's own 
properties. It also returns enumerable properties 
(Properties created via simple assignment or via a property 
initializer) added by Object.defineProperty. 

const animal = {
  lion: "v.strong",
  fowl: "thats foul!!",
  goat: "v.stubborn",
};

Object.defineProperty(animal, "lamb", {
  value: "v.meek",
  writable: true,
  configurable: true,
  enumerable: true,
});

const kp = Object.entries(animal);
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log(kp)

[
  (["lion", "v.strong"],
  ["fowl", "thats foul!!"],
  ["goat", "v.stubborn"],
  ["lamb", "v.meek"])
];

Object.keys 

This method returns the keys of the object in an array. 

const animal = {
  lion: "v.strong",
  fowl: "thats foul!!",
  goat: "v.stubborn",
};

Object.defineProperty(animal, "lamb", {
  value: "v.meek",
  configurable: true,
  enumerable: true,
  writable: true,
});

const k = Object.keys(animal);
log(k)[("lion", "fowl", "goat", "lamb")];



With the returned array, we can now loop through it and 1

reference the property value with the key 

    const animal = {
        lion: 'v.strong',
        fowl: "thats foul!!",
        goat: 'v.stubborn'
    }
    Object.defineProperty(animal, 'lamb', {
        value: 'v.meek',
        configurable: true,
        enumerable: true,
        writable: true
    })

    const k = Object.keys(animal)
    log(k)

    k.forEach(key=>log(animal[key]))

    [ 'lion', 'fowl', 'goat', 'lamb' ]
    v.strong
    thats foul!!
    v.stubborn
    v.meek
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Object.values 

This method is like Object.keys but returns the value of 
the properties in an array unlike Object.keys which returns 
the keys of the properties. 

const animal = {
  lion: "v.strong",
  fowl: "thats foul!!",
  goat: "v.stubborn",
};
Object.defineProperty(animal, "lamb", {
  value: "v.meek",
  configurable: true,
  enumerable: true,
  writable: true,
});

const kp = Object.values(animal);
log(kp)[("v.strong", "thats foul!!", "v.stubborn", "v.meek")];

Object.getOwnPropertyNames 

This method returns all the property names of an object. 

const animal = {
  lion: "v.strong",



  fowl: "thats foul!!",
  goat: "v.stubborn",1

};
Object.defineProperty(animal, "lamb", {
  value: "v.meek",
  configurable: true,
  enumerable: true,
  writable: true,
});

const kp = Object.getOwnPropertyNames(animal);
log(kp)[("lion", "fowl", "goat", "lamb")];

This method also traverses the prototype chain to return 
the property names of the object’s sub-class and it also 
returns non-enumerable properties of an object. 

const animal = {
  lion: "v.strong",
  fowl: "thats foul!!",
  goat: "v.stubborn",
};

Object.defineProperty(animal, "lamb", {
  value: "v.meek",
  configurable: true,
  enumerable: true,
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  writable: true,
});

Object.defineProperty(animal, "turkey", {
  value: "v.proud",
  configurable: true,
  enumerable: false,
  writable: true,
});

const kp = Object.getOwnPropertyNames(animal);
log(kp)[("lion", "fowl", "goat", "lamb", "turkey")];

for...in 

One of the for..* loop statements in JavaScript. This for..in 
statement can be used to iterate through objects. It only 
collects enumerable properties. 

    const animal = {
        lion: 'v.strong',
        fowl: "thats foul!!",
        goat: 'v.stubborn'
    }
    Object.defineProperty(animal, 'lamb', {
        value: 'v.meek',
        configurable: true,
        enumerable: true,
        writable: true



    })1

    Object.defineProperty(animal, 'turkey', {
        value: 'v.proud',
        configurable: true,
        enumerable: false,
        writable: true
    })

    for(let prop in animal) {
        log(`key: ${prop} : value: ${animal[prop]}`)
    }

    key: lion : value: v.strong
    key: fowl : value: thats foul!!
    key: goat : value: v.stubborn
    key: lamb : value: v.meek

Conclusion 

Yes, that’s it. We have seen different ways by which we 
can iterate through JS objects to get their keys and values. 

Each of these methods serves their own purposes at the 
right moment. They may not be useful now but will be in 
the future. 
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Microtask and Macrotask: A Hands-1

on Approach 
 

C oming from a C/C++ background and after designing 
my own OS (*just a command-line OS :-) *I’ve 
learned a great deal about tasks, queues, and 

threads. I’ve learned how they create the illusion of multi-
tasking to the user. 

In this post, I’ll use this knowledge to show you how 

During the execution of two programs, the OS forks the 
program into each execution space Virtual Address Space 
defined in the BDT. The OS can switch between the two 
executing processes and execute each within a specified 
amount of time, pausing one and saving its current 
addresses and resuming with the prev paused the program. 

While learning languages like Java we often dive into the 
use of threads. Threads are used to execute a piece of code 
outside the main executing program. Many programming 
languages implement parallel programming like .NET 
languages etc. except for JavaScript, which is single-
threaded. 

If JavaScript is single-threaded, how do we create and 
run threads like we do in Java? 
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Simple, we use events or schedule a piece of code to 
execute at a given time. This type of asynchronicity is 
generally called Event Loop system in JavaScript. In this 
post, we’ll learn how the event loop system works and 
demonstrate its task queue execution cycle by writing our 
custom JS engine. 

Let’s dive in. 

Under the hood: Event Loop, Call Stack, and 
Asynchronous Code in JavaScript 

Being single-threaded, JS uses the concept of Event Loop 
to create the idea of running multiple tasks asynchronously. 
Our JS code only runs in one thread while JS uses Event 
Loop to run code asynchronously. 

As mentioned, we attach listeners to events, so whenever 
an event is fired the callback attached to the event is 
executed. Before we move further, let’s look under the 
hood to understand how the JavaScript engine works. 

The JS Engine is composed of Stack, Heap and Task 
Queue. 

Stack is an array-like structure that keeps track of the 
currently executing functions. 

function m() {
  a();
  b();



}1

m();

We have a m function which calls other functions in its 
body, a, and b. On execution, the address of the m function 
function in the memory is pushed onto the call stack. To 
better understand the concept of a memory address, I will 
advise you to take some time and read about how the OS is 
programmed. 

Before the JS Engine executes a function it stores the 
address of the function in the call stack. Wait a second- why 
would the JS engine store function addresses, parameters 
on the call stack? 

At the lowest level, there are the “registers”: EAX, EBX, 
ECX, ESP, EIP. These are used by the CPU to temporary 
store variables and run our program (already loaded in 
memory). EAX and EBX are used for calculations, ECX is 
used for counter jobs(loops like for-loop). ESP(Stack 
Pointer) holds the current address of the stack, 
EIP(Instruction Pointer) holds the current address of the 
program to be executed. 

    RAM                  EIP = 10 
    0  |         |           ESP = 21 
    1   | a(){} | 
    2  |          |           Call Stack 
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    3 | b(){} |             14  |   | 
    4 |         |             15  |   | 
    5 |         |             16  |   |  
    6 |m(){ |             17  |   | 
    7 | a()   |             18  |   | 
    8 | b()  |             19  |   | 
    9 |}      |             20 |   | 
    10|m() |             21  |   | 

This is a rough sketch of how our program is represented 
in memory during execution. 

We see our program loaded, then our call stack, ESP, and 
EIP. The entry point of our program is m(), that's the reason 
our EIP is 10 the location of the statement in memory. So 
during execution, the CPU starts execution by looking at 
the EIP to know where to start. 

Here, it starts at address 10 and executes m() statement. 

In Assembly, it is translated to call m. Whenever a call to 
a function is made, Execution jumps to the function in 
memory and executes it from there. Then, on completion 
of the function, the prev function from where it jumped 
must be continued. The return address must be saved, so 
the Call Stack comes to the rescue. On every function call, 
the current value in the EIP is pushed to the Call Stack. In 
our example when a() is called our call stack looks like this: 

    RAM                 EIP = 1 
      0 |     |           ESP = 20 



    ➥ 1 |a(){}| 1

         2 |     |             Call Stack 
        3  |b(){}|             14|   | 
        4  |     |             15|   | 
        5  |     |             16|   | 
        6  |m(){ |             17|   | 
        7  | a() |             18|   | 
       8   | b() |             19|   | 
       9   |}    |             20|   | 
      10 |m()  |             21| 7 | 

When a returns 7 is popped from the call stack to the EIP. 
This tells CPU to continue execution from address 7. :-) 

Let’s see why parameters are also pushed to the call 
stack. During the execution of a function with parameters, 
the function uses the EBP register to get values from the 
stack. The values are its parameters. So before a caller 
function calls a function, it must first push the parameters 
for the callee function to access, then followed by the EIP 
and ESP addresses. 

The Heap: Objects are allocated on the heap. Instead of 
an orderly fashion like in the stack, Objects are created 
using the new keyword. 

const lion = new Animal("lion", "very_aggresive");
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This creates an object of Animal on the heap and returns 
the address to the lion variable. As the Heap is not orderly 
in nature the OS must find a way to implement a memory 
manager to prevent holes in the Heap. 

The Task Queue Tasks to be handled by the Engine at a 
later time are enqueued here. 

The Event Loop is a constantly running process that 
checks if the call stack is empty then, proceeds to execute 
all the callbacks enqueued in the Task queue. 

So we have seen that to achieve asynchrony in JS, events 
are used. In the next section, we will dive deep into the 
Task Queue to see what happens. 

Helpful books, articles: 

- “Assembly Language: Function Calls” by Jennifer 
Rexford 

- Writing a JavaScript framework — Execution timing, 
beyond setTimeout https://blog.risingstack.com/writing-a-
javascript-framework-execution-timing-beyond-settimeout/) 
by Bertalan Miklos 

- Concurrency model and Event Loop — Mozilla Web 
Docs https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/
JavaScript/EventLoop 

Microtask and Macrotask 



We saw in the last section how JS Engine works. Coming 1

to the task queue, we learned that it‘s’ where callbacks are 
enqueued and executed when the main thread is done 
with. 

But, deep down the task queue, something else is going 
on. The tasks are broken down further into microtask and 
macrotask. 

On one cycle of the event loop: 

while (eventLoop.waitForTask()) {
  eventLoop.processNextTask();
}

Exactly one macrotask is processed from the queue (a 
task queue is a macrotask queue). After this has finished, all 
the microtasks enqueued in the microtask queue are 
processed within the same cycle. These microtasks can 
enqueue other microtasks, which will be run until they are 
all exhausted. 

while (eventLoop.waitForTask()) {
  const taskQueue = eventLoop.selectTaskQueue();
  if (taskQueue.hasNextTask()) {
    taskQueue.processNextTask();
  }
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  const microtaskQueue = eventLoop.microTaskQueue;
  while (microtaskQueue.hasNextMicrotask()) {
    microtaskQueue.processNextMicrotask();
  }
}

This might take a long time before the next macrotask is 
run. This might lead to an unresponsive UI or idling in our 
application. 

To demonstrate that microtasks are run before any 
macrotask, let’s look at this example: 

// example.js
console.log("script start");

setTimeout(function () {
  console.log("setTimeout");
}, 0);

Promise.resolve()
  .then(function () {
    console.log("promise1");
  })
  .then(function () {
    console.log("promise2");
  });



console.log("script end");1

If we run this, we get: 

    script start 
    script end 
    promise1 
    promise2 
    setTimeout 

Note, macrotasks are enqueued by setTimeout, 
setInterval, setImmediate, etc. microtasks by 
process.nextTick, Promises, MutationObserver, etc. 

OK, looking at the output we see that script start is 
logged followed by script end, promise1, promise2 and 
setTimeout. Though setTimeout has a time delay of 0 secs 
yet it is logged last. Why? 

As mentioned, at one event loop cycle a macrotask is 
processed and then all microtasks queue are run. 

You may argue that setTimeout should be logged first 
because a macrotask is run first before clearing the 
microtask queue. And, when looking at the script, there is 
no macrotask enqueued before the setTimeout call. 

Well, you are right. But, no code runs in JS unless an 
event has occurred. The event is queued as a macrotask. 
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At the execution of any JS file, the JS engine wraps the 
contents in a function and associates the function with an 
event either start or launch. The JS engine emits the start 
event, the events are added to the task queue (as a 
macrotask). 

On initialization the JS engine first pulls off the first task 
in the macrotask queue and executes the callback handler. 
Thus, our code is run. 

.1) takes the contents of the input file, 2) wraps it in a 
function, 3) associates that function as an event handler 
that is associated with the “start” or “launch” event of the 
program; 4) performs other initialization, 5) emits the 
program start event; 6) the event gets added to the event 
queue; 7) the Javascript engine pulls that event off the 
queue and executes the registered handler, and then 
(finally) 8) our program runs! — ”Asynchronous 
Programming in Javascript CSCI 5828: Foundations of 
Software Engineering Lectures 18–10/20/2016” by 
Kenneth M. Anderson 

So we see the script running is the first macrotask 
queued. The callback runs our code. Following through, 
script start is printed by the console.log call. Next, the 
setTimeout function is called which queues a macrotask 
with the handler. Then, the Promise call queues a 
microtask, then the console.log prints script end. The 
initial callback then exits. 



As it is a macrotask, the microtasks are processed. The 1

Promise callback is run which logs promise1, it returns and 
queues another microtask through its then() function. It is 
processed (Remember, microtasks can queue extra 
microtasks in one cycle, yet all are processes before 
yielding control to the next macrotask cycle) which prints 
promise2. No other microtasks are queued and the 
microtask queue is empty. The initial macrotask is cleared, 
remaining the macrotask by the setTimeout function. 

At this point, the UI rendering function is run (if any). 
The next macrotask is processed which is the setTimeout 
macrotask. It logs setTimeout and is cleared from the 
queue. As there are no more tasks and the stack is also 
empty the JS engine yields. 

Following in Jake Archibald’s footsteps, lets simulate the 
event loop process. I simulated the macro/microtask 
process in JS code. 

    // js_engine.js
    1.➥  let macrotask = []
    2.➥  let microtask = []
    3.➥  let js_stack = []

         // microtask
    4.➥ function setMicro(fn) {
          microtask.push(fn)
        }
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         // macrotask
    5.➥ function setMacro(fn) {
          macrotask.push(fn)
         }

         // macrotask
    6.➥ function runScript(fn) {
          macrotask.push(fn)
         }

    7.➥ global.setTimeout = function setTimeout(fn, milli) {
          macrotask.push(fn)
         }

      // your script here

    8.➥ function runScriptHandler() {
          8I.➥for (var index = 0; index < js_stack.length; index+
+) {
              8II.➥eval(js_stack[index])
          }
        }

        // start the script execution
    9.➥runScript(runScriptHandler)

      // run macrotask
    10.➥for (let ii = 0; ii < macrotask.length; ii++) {
    11.➥ eval(macrotask[ii])()



          if (microtask.length != 0) {1

              // process microtasks
    12.➥     for (let __i = 0; __i < microtask.length; __i++) {
                  eval(microtask[__i])()
              }
              // empty microtask
              microtask = []
          }
       }

First, we set up the macrotask(1.) and microtask(2.) 
queues. Whenever a macrotask function like setTimeout its 
callback is pushed into the macrotask queue(1.), likewise 
(2.) when microtask-emitting functions are called. 

The js_stack(3.) holds the functions/statements we are 
going to execute. In essence, it holds the code in our JS file. 
To execute them, we loop over the stack and call them 
using the eval function. 

Next, we setup macro/microtask-emitting functions: 
setMicro(4.), setMacro(5.), runScript(6.) and setTimeout(7.). 
These functions take a callback fn as a parameter and push 
the fn to either macro/microtask queue. 

We listed examples of micro/macrotask earlier. Those 
functions kind of setup a micro/macrotask when they are 
called. In our case, we just pushed the callback fn to its 
corresponding queue. setMicro is a microtask function, so 
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its callback is pushed onto the microtask. We hooked into 
the setTimeout function and redefined it. So when called in 
our code, our hook is run instead. 

Since it(setTimeout) is a macrotask function, we push the 
callback to the macrotask queue. setMacro is a macrotask 
function so its callback is registered in the macrotask 
queue. We have the runScript function, this function 
emulates the global “start” event of the JS engine during 
initialization. Since the global event is a macrotask thingy, 
we push the fn callback to the macrotask queue. The 
runScript fn parameter (8.) encapsulates the code in the 
js_stack (ie the code in our JS file), so when run, the fn 
callback bootstraps the code in the js_stack. 

First, we execute the runScript function, which as we 
have learned, runs the entire code in the js_stack. As stated 
earlier, after the stack is cleared and empty. The task 
queue(macrotask) is run(10.). For each cycle of macrotask 
execution(11.), the entire microtask callbacks are 
processed(12.). 

We for-looped through the macrotask array, and 
executed the current function in the index. Still inside the 
loop and index, we for-looped through the microtask array 
and execute all. Though, some microtasks can enqueue 
more microtasks. The for-loop cycles through them all until 
they are all exhausted. hen, it empties the microtask array. 
Then, the next macrotask is processed. 

To see this in action, let's say we want to run this JS code: 



console.log("start");1

console.log(`Hi, I'm running in a custom JS engine`);
console.log("end");

We pick each statement and push it as a string onto the 
js_stack array: 

    ...
    // your script here
    js_stack.push(`console.log('start')`)
    js_stack.push("console.log(`Hi, I'm running in a custom JS 
engine`)")
    js_stack.push(`console.log('end')`)
    ...

You see the js_stack is like the code in our JS file. The JS 
engine read it off and execute each statement. That’s what 
we did in the runScriptHandler(8.) function. We for-
loop(8I.) through the js_stack and execute each 
statement(8II.) using the eval function. 

If we run the program node js_engine.js, we see this: 

    start 
    Hi, I'm running in a custom JS engine 
    end 
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OK, we are getting somewhere. Now, let’s test our 
example(example.js) we used earlier to demonstrate micro/
macrotask but we a little modification: 

console.log("script start");

setTimeout(function () {
  console.log("setTimeout");
}, 0);

setMicro(() => {
  console.log("micro1");
  setMicro(() => {
    console.log("micro2");
  });
});

console.log("script end");

We removed the Promises and replaced it with our 
setMicro function. It’s still the same, both logs a microtask 
queue. We can see that on the execution of the setMicro 
micro1 callback from the microtask queue, it logs another 
microtask micro2, just like our example.js Promise call did. 

So we will expect this: 

    script start 



    script end 1

    micro1 
    micro2 
    setTimeout 

To run it in our custom JS engine, we translate: 

    // js_engine.js
    ...
    js_stack.push(`console.log('script start');`)

    js_stack.push(`setTimeout(function() {
      console.log('setTimeout');
    }, 0);`)

    js_stack.push(`setMicro(()=> {
      console.log('micro1')
      setMicro(()=> {
        console.log('micro2')
      })
    })`)

    js_stack.push(`console.log('script end');`)
    ...

Then, running node js_engine.js, we get: 
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    $ node js_engine 
    script start 
    script end 
    micro1 
    micro2 
    setTimeout 

Same as it would on a real JS engine. So, we see that our 
JS engine is correctly emulated the real JS engine. 

The runScript registered our code as a macrotask, and on 
exit, its macrotask callback runs our code which logs script 
start, setTimeout sets a macrotask and micro1 setMicro sets 
a microtask. script end is logged last. After each macrotask 
execution, all microtasks in the microtask queue are all 
processed. micro1 callback runs which logs micro1 and also, 
set another microtask micro2. On exit of the micro1 
microtask, the micro2 microtask is run which logs micro2. 
On exit again, no other microtask is queued so another 
macrotask is run. setTimeout is run which logs setTimeout. 
As there are no more macrotask enqueued the for-loop 
exits and our custom JS engine yields. 

The important points are: 

• Tasks are taken from the Task Queue. 
• Task from the Task Queue is a Macrotask != a 
Microtask. 
• Microtasks_ are processed when the current task ends 
and the microtask queue is cleared before the next 
macrotask cycle. 



• Microtasks can enqueue other microtasks. All are 
executed before the next task inline. 
• UI rendering is run after all microtasks execution. 

Conclusion 

We simulated the Task Queue in the JS engine in this 
article and saw how tasks in the Queue are processed. Also, 
we learned there are more to the Task Queue: microtask 
and macrotask. All microtasks logged are processed in one 
fell swoop in a single macrotask execution cycle. 

You are free to play around with the custom JS engine we 
built to learn and understand how the real stuff is done 
beneath the real JS engine. 



Deep Clone and Shallow clone in 
JavaScript 
 

U sing JavaScript, we encounter a lot of confusing 
concepts. One of them is the deep and shallowing 
cloning in JavaScript. 

First, let’s understand what pointers and references are. 

Pointers 

JavaScript has primitives and object values. Objects are 
referenced by pointers because they are stored on the heap 
so the pointers stores the memory address of where the 
object is created on the heap. 

const obj = {
  prop: 98,
};

const prim = 90;

obj is an Object while prim is a primitive. obj holds the 
memory address of where the properties of it are created 
and stored on the heap. prim holds the value 90. 



Note: Primitives are stored on the stack while Objects are 1

stored on the heap and the memory address to the heap is held 
at the stack. 

So, whenever we use the obj variable like this obj.prim, 
we are merely telling the JS engine to reference the prop 
property of the object stored at memory address (for 
example) #0000234. 

If we create a new variable and assign obj to it: 

const obj2 = obj;

Here, the memory address held by obj is transferred to 
obj2, so they both refer to the same memory address that 
holds the property of the object. 

We can change or add data to the object stored on the 
heap from the obj2 variable. 

obj2.prop = 900;

This will change the property prop of the object created 
at memory dress #0000234 to hold 900. 

Now, if we access the prop property through obj 
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obj.prop; // 900

We will find the prop will be changed here too. It is 
because obj refers to the same memory address as obj2. So 
anything we do obj will be seen by obj2. 

We do this in C++, using the * asterisk: 

    1. int* i = new int(90);
    2. int *ii= i;

i is an integer created on the heap(using the new 
keyword). i will hold the memory address of the heap 
location where the integer 90 is stored. This means i is a 
pointer. It holds no real value, it only points to where the 
real value is stored. 

ii is a pointer because it points to where i points. 

Now, changing the value via ii will reflect in i. 

    ii* = 900

i will see 900, not 90 

    cout << *i; // 900



 1

Object fields 

We have understood memory addresses and references. 

Coming to the fields of Objects and Arrays, we still have 
fields of them being created and retrieved via memory 
references. 

const obj = {
  prop: 89,
  prop1: new Symbol("nnamdi"),
};

const arr = [{ prop: 98 }, { prop: 90 }];

obj is an object and arr is an Array. 

obj has fields prop and prop1. prop has 89 as value. 89 is 
a primitive so it is held directly by the prop, now prop1 
holds an object of Symbol. prop1 holds the memory 
address referring to the heap location where the 
Symbol(“nnamdi”) is created. 

arr contains objects. arr only holds their memory 
references: 
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    const arr = [#0000234, #0000235]

So when we access the first element: 

arr[0];

We only get the memory address. 

Shallow 

When we want to copy object fields or array elements. 
Looking at what we have learned above, we will either copy 
the real values or just the memory reference. 

For example,: 

const arr = [{ prop: 98 }, { prop: 90 }];

If we copy the elements at arr to another array: 

const arr1 = [...arr];

    OR 



 1
const arr1 = [];
arr1.length = arr.length;
for (let i = 0; i < arr.length; i++) {
  arr1[i] = arr[i];
}

We will have the elements in arr copied over to arr1, but 
this will be shallow cloning or copying. 

How? Why? 

If we access the first element of arr1 arr1[0] and change 
the prop property: 

arr1[0].prop = 234;

This change will be reflected when we access the first 
element of arr to get the prop property. 

arr[0].prop; // It will be 234 not 98

The first element of arr was also affected by the change 
we made at arr1. 
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Though the arrays arr1 and arr are not the same (check 
using referential check): 

arr === arr1; // false

They still refer to the same elements. 

This is because the elements are objects and as we have 
learned objects are referred by their memory addresses, so 
when we copied the elements of arr to arr1, we only copied 
the memory references of the elements to arr1. In doing so, 
the arrays have elements pointing to the same elements. 

It will be like this(for example): 

    // all point to the same memory addresses of the objects
    const arr = [#0000234, #0000235]
    const arr1 = [#0000234, #0000235]

    // just the memory addresses of the elements were copied.

arr[0] will get the object stored at #0000234 arr1[0] will 
also get the object stored at #0000234 

any modification from either of the array will be reflected 
in the other array. 



Array methods only do shallow copying. concat, merges 1

a value with an array and returns a new array: 

const arr = [{ prop: 98 }, { prop: 99 }];

const arr1 = arr.concat({
  prop: 100,
});

concat will merge the {prop:100} to arr elements so arr1 
will be 

[{ prop: 98 }, { prop: 99 }, { prop: 100 }];

In as much as concat will create a new array object and 
merge the elements, the elements merged from arr will still 
hold their memory addresses from arr1. 

arr === arr; // false

The memory addresses of the elements of the arr were 
only copied to the arr1. 
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The first and second elements in arr1 will refer to the 
memory addresses as to the first and second elements in 
the arr array. 

arr[0].prop = "nnamdi";

We changed the prop property of the first element of arr. 

arr1[0].prop; // nnamdi

See the prop property of the first element of the arr1 
array was changed too. 

All this happened because like we said objects are 
referred to by memory addresses. If we have primitives in 
the array, there will be no such referential effects. 

const arr = [9, 8, 7];
const arr1 = arr.concat(88);

arr[0] = 99;

console.log(arr); // [ 99, 8, 7 ]
console.log(arr1); // [ 9, 8, 7, 88 ]



See, there is no change in the arr1. This is because 1

primitives are stored by values. 

Deep Clone 

With all the referential issues and effects we saw above, 
the question is how do we copy objects without their 
references? 

We have to create a new object and set the properties to 
the new object, if a property is another object we create a 
new object and copy the properties, all these will be 
recursive. This is called deep cloning or deep copying. 

Here is a function I created for deep cloning: 

function deepClone(object) {
  if (typeof object !== "object" || object === null) return 
object;

  var obj2 = {};
  for (var key in object) {
    if (object.hasOwnProperty(key)) {
      var element = deepClone(object[key]);
      obj2.key = element;
      l(key);
    }
  }
  return obj2;
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}

We first check the object passed is an object and also not 
null. We used for-in to iterate through its enumerable 
properties, for each property, we set its key-value pair to 
the new object created. We also recursively call the 
deepClone function on each value to make sure we copy all 
its properties if it is an object. Lastly, we return the new 
object. 

If we apply this on objects: 

const obj = {
  prop: 88,
};

const obj2 = deepClone(obj);

obj and obj2 will point to different memory locations. 

Let’s change the prop property value of the obj and see if 
it affects obj2. 

    ...
    obj.prop = 99000
    console.log(obj)
    console.log(obj2)



Output: 1

    { prop: 99000 } 
    { key: 88 } 

changing prop in obj doesn’t affect obj2 prop property. 

We can apply this our deepClone function when copying 
arrays: 

const crr = [{ prop: 98 }, { prop: 99 }, { prop: 100 }];
const crr1 = [];

function copyTo(arr, arr1) {
  arr1.length = arr.length;
  for (let i = 0; i < arr.length; i++) {
    arr1[i] = deepClone(arr[i]);
  }
}

copyTo(crr, crr1);

crr[0].prop = "nnamdi";

console.log(crr);
console.log(crr1);
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elements of curr were copied to curr1. Changin the 
property of any of the elemnts of the curr doens t affect the 
curr array elements: 

    [ { prop: 'nnamdi' }, { prop: 99 }, { prop: 100 } ]
    [ { key: 98 }, { key: 99 }, { key: 100 } ]

Implement our deep-cloning Arry#concat 
method 

We can even implement our concat to deep merge 
arrays. 

function deepClone(object) {
  if (typeof object !== "object" || object === null) return 
object;

  var obj2 = {};
  for (var key in object) {
    if (object.hasOwnProperty(key)) {
      var element = deepClone(object[key]);
      obj2.key = element;
      l(key);
    }
  }
  return obj2;
}



 1
function copyTo(arr, arr1) {
  arr1.length = arr.length;
  for (let i = 0; i < arr.length; i++) {
    arr1[i] = deepClone(arr[i]);
  }
}

// We override the concat method with our implementation
Array.prototype.concat = function (...items) {
  // confirmation
  // l("proof our implementation is called")

  // we set the original array to 'data' variable
  const data = this;

  // we spread the contents of the original array in 'resultArr' 
array. This will hold the result of the array merging
  const resultArr = [];
  copyTo(data, resultArr);

  // check if the array to concat is not empty
  if (items.length > 0) {
    // Since we use `...` to arrayify the passed in arrays to 
items array. We will loop through it and loop througth the 
array contents.
    for (let i = 0; i < items.length; i++) {
      const itemsArr = items[i];
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      for (let ii = 0; ii < itemsArr.length; ii++) {
        const element = itemsArr[ii];
        // we push the elements to the 'resultArr' array
        resultArr.push(element);
      }
    }

    // we return the resulting array
    return resultArr;
  }
};

Our concat implementation will be a deep-cloner!!😀 😁  

const brr = [{ prop: 98 }, { prop: 99 }, { prop: 100 }];

const brr1 = brr.concat({
  prop: 77,
});

brr[0].prop = "nnamdi";
console.log(brr);
console.log(brr1);

Output: 

    [ { prop: 'nnamdi' }, { prop: 99 }, { prop: 100 } ] 



    [ { prop: 98 }, { prop: 99 }, { prop: 100 }, { prop: 77 } ] 1

:) 

Conclusion 

That’s it. 

Reference by value is to JS primitives while reference by 
memory address is to JS objects. This is the key point you 
have to know and understand when programming in JS 
even, in other programming languages. 
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The “Pure” in Pure Functions 
 

P ure functions affect/change data/variables that exist 
only on its function scope. Pure functions are 
idempotent. The return value of pure functions 

depends on its inputs/arguments. Pure functions do not use 
data/variables that exist outside its function scope. 

All these make up the “Pure” in pure functions. In this 
post, we will expand and elaborate on each characteristic: 

Side-Effects 

Side-effects happen when the global variables, static 
variables, and variables in the outside scope are changed or 
modified in any way. 

var count = 90;

function sideEffects(a, b) {
  return a * b + count++;
}

See, the sideEffects function increments the count 
variable. The count variable does not exist within its 
function scope. It is a global variable in the global scope. 



Being changed inside the sideEffects function makes it a 1

side-effecting function, and an impure function. 

function impureFn(a, b = {}) {
  b.count++;
  return a * b.count;
}

This impureFn function is an impure function. It is so 
because it changes the count property in the b object, the 
bobject will hold a reference to the original object passed 
so it will be affected. It will result in the function modify a 
variable from its outer scope. 

function pureFn(a, b) {
  let b = Math.PI;
  let res = b * b;
  return a * res;
}

pureFn is a pure function. It affects no data/variables 
from an outside scope, everything is contained within the 
function scope. 

Side-effects also occur when network request is made, 
events and Observables subscription. 
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Idempotent 

Idempotency is getting the same result with the same 
inputs occurring the same. 

function nonIdempotent(a) {
  return Math.ceil(Math.random() * a);
}

This function generates a random number whenever 
called and multiply it by the a argument. 

If we call the function with param 4 numerous times: 

nonIdempotent(4); // 2
nonIdempotent(4); // 4
nonIdempotent(4); // 3
nonIdempotent(4); // 1

The outputs are different on each call of the 
nonIdempotent function. Call the function again, you will 
also see that the output varies. 

This function is not idempotent. 

Let’s see another function: 



 1
function idemFn(a) {
  return b * 8;
}

Let’s call this function with value 4 numerous times. 

idemFn(4); // 32
idemFn(4); // 32
idemFn(4); // 32
idemFn(4); // 32

See that the function returns the same output 32 so far as 
the input is 4 no matter how many times the function is 
called with argument 4. 

This function is idempotent. 

Output dependency on Argument 

One thing to note here is that pure functions must have at 
least one argument, and they must return a value. 

So with that, the outputs must depend on its arguments. 
This means that the return value must have an influence 
from the argument or calculated from the arguments. 
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function nonInde(a) {
  log(a);
  return Math.PI * Math.random();
}

See, the return value of nonIde is not dependent on the 
argument a. 

function indeArg(a) {
  return Math.PI * a;
}

Here, the return value of the indeArg function is 
determined by the value of the a argument. 

Non-usage of variables outside its scope 

Pure functions should not use or refer to global variables, 
static variables, or variables outside its function scope. 

var gv = 90;

function fn(a) {
  return a * gv;
}



 1
The fn function used the gv variable to determine the 

return value. With this, we will term the fn function an 
impure function. 

Now, let’s look at the benefits of pure functions and why 
pure functions should obey the above-listed rules: 

Predictability 

Being predictable is that the pure function does not side-
effect and we can foresay the return value. 

If a function side-effects, to predict its return value will 
be difficult because we don’t know if the variable has been 
changed by another source. 

var b = 1;

function impure(a) {
  return a * b;
}

This function refers to a global variable b to multiply it by 
the argument a. 

Now, if we pass 4, we know the return value will be 4. arg 
6, and the return value will be 6. 
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Yes, it seems to be predictable, but no, it’s not 
predictable. The function uses the global variable b. If the 
global variable has been modified from another scope, then 
our prediction of, arg 6 to return 6, will fail. 

See this: 

var b = 1;

function impure(a) {
  return a * b;
}

function chgFn() {
  return b++ * Date.now();
}

chgFn increments the b variable. If the chgFn is called 
before impure(6), then the result of the impure(6) will be 
12. If the chgFn is called twice, the b will be modified to 3, 
so impure(6) will return 18. 

Do you see the unpredictability? 

Now, if we have a pure function that accesses no outside 
variable, the function will be predictable because it 
depends on no outside var, everything is contained within. 
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function pure(a) {
  return a * 10;
}

We can predict the return value of the pure function 
given any argument. For sure, arg 4 will return 40. arg 6 
will return 60. 

Optimizable 

Once a function is predictable it can be optimized via 
memoization. This memoization is a process whereby the 
results of an op in a function are cached based on the 
inputs and the cache is returned when the same inputs 
occur again. 

This memoization is effective in making the function skip 
its op and return the cache results instead. This will 
seriously have a huge impact on performance if the 
function is expensive. 

To memoize a function, we store the return value in a 
cache map with the input as key and return the return 
value. Then next time the same input is passed to the 
function, we get the value stored in the cache map and 
return it: 

function memoizeFn(a) {
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  memoizeFn.cache = memoizeFn.cache || new Map();

  if (memmoizeFn.cache.get(a)) return 
memmoizeFn.cache.get(a);
  else {
    let res = a * 100;
    memmoizeFn.cache.set(a, res);
    return res;
  }
}

For every, call to the function, it checks if the arg a is 
stored in the cache Map as key, if true it returns the value of 
the a key. If not, it performs the mul op and saves the result 
to the cache Map with a arg as key and the return value a 
value, then the return value is returned. 

Let’s say we have a function that refers to a global var: 

var b = 1;

function impure(a) {
  return a * b;
}

Now, it is not predictable. If we memoize the inputs of 
this function, it will result in stale data. Why? 



Look at this. If impure is called with 4, we know that 4 1

will be returned and the result will be cached. Now, if 
another function or factor modifies b, let’s say to 5. If 
impure is called with arg 4 again, the cached results will be 
4. Which shouldn’t be so because b has changed. 

So you see why pure functions must be self-contained 
without any reference to an outside variable. 

A pure function has no access or refers to external data. 
It makes it ideal to be cached because it is predictable and 
no external influence, so there is no need to recalculate the 
return value every time for an input if we can foresay the 
result, so we can store the return value with pinter to the 
input, and return it when the function is called with the 
input. 

Conclusion 

We have seen what the “pure” in pure functions actually 
mean. They are clearly self-contained, independence and 
have no biz with outside variables. Just like Wakanda, they 
are not open to the outside, thus making Wakanda pure, 
devoid of any foreign body or contact, religion or ideology. 
This makes them the same everywhere. 
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Simple Explanation of Objects and 
Memory References in JavaScript 
 
 

What will be the result of the above code? 

Before I say the answer, let’s look at some concepts in 
JavaScript and programming general. 

In JavaScript, we have two value types: 

• Primitive 
• Object 



Primitive values are string, boolean, numbers, null, 1

undefined. 

Objects are literals, Arrays, Boolean, Date, RegExp, 
Function, etc. 

How we ever thought about how they are stored in 
memory? Primitives are held directly by their values, while 
Objects are held by their references. 

What does it mean? During the execution of a program, 
the program is allocated two spaces: Heap and Stack. Stack 
stores variables and function arguments here in an orderly 
fashion First-In-Last-Out. Heap is a memory area where 
variables are stored in an unorderly fashion. 

When we create variables in JS they are created in the 
stack. The Primitives are allocated or held in the stack, 
while the Objects are allocated in the Heap and the 
memory address of the allocation is held in the stack: 
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We see a model of how stack and heap are created in 
memory. See each memory cell is referred to by a memory 
address. Memory address at #000 holds the value number 
2. Memory address #005 holds no value. Memory address 
#003 holds value 5. 

If we write JavaScript with primitive values like this: 

const num1 = 90;



const num2 = 100;1

 
Their representation in RAM would be like this: 

See, they are stored on the stack. num2 is held at mem 
addr 000 with value 100 and num1 is held at mem addr 
003 with value 90. Because they are primitives their values 
are held directly on the stack. 
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So when we want to access num2, we will be accessing its 
mem addr 000, the CPU will then retrieve the value 100: 

const num1 = 90;
const num2 = 100;

num2; // 100, this would get the value held at mem addr 
#000 

When we write a JavaScript script with Object values: 

const obj1 = { val: 80 };
const obj2 = { val: 90 };

 
This will be modelled like this: 

   
          

     



 1

See, the Objects are allocated on the stack but their 
values are allocated on the Heap! Their values on stack 
hold the mem addr in the heap where the values are. 

The obj1 is located at mem addr 003 in the stack, the 
value there 021 is the mem addr in the heap where the 
value is stored. Looking at mem addr 021 in the heap we 
see it holds 80, the value of the obj1. 

The same goes for obj2. Its value is located in heap at 
mem addr 023. 

When we want to access obj1 

obj1; 

obj1 is stored at 003. The engine will get the value stored 
at 003 which is 021. Then. the value of the mem addr 021 in 
the heap is retrieved and returned. There is much to this 
deep down but I kept it simple for us to get the gist. 

Now, if we create a new variable obj3 and assign it to 
obj1: 

const obj1 = { val: 80 };
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const obj2 = { val: 90 };

const obj3 = obj1;

A mem space will be created in the stack to hold obj3, the 
value stored at obj1 mem addr 003 will be copied and 
stored at obj3. 

The value at obj1 which is a memory address pointing to 
a heap space will have obj3 holding the mem addr stored at 
003. See the memory model. 
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Now, obj3 and obj1 point to the same mem addr at the 

heap. When we change the val property in obj1: 

obj1.val = 111;

The engine will look at the value stored at 003 and will 
see 021. It will go to the heap at mem addr 021 and change 
the val there to 111. The memory model: 
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Now, if we access the val property at obj3. 

obj3.val; // 111

We see that the val property would be changed too. It 
was affected by the val property done at obj1. This is 
because obj1 and obj3 point to the same mem addr. 
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Accessing the val property at obj3, will make the engine 
lookup the value stored at 005 which is mem addr where 
obj3 is located on the stack. The engine will see 021 at 005, 
then it will locate the value of the mem addr 021 at the 
heap, which is 111. 

obj3 and obj1 refers or points to the same memory in the 
heap, so any modification from one will affect the other. 

So this answers the question at the beginning of this post: 

const person1 = { name: "Chidume" };
const person2 = person1;

person1.name = "Nnamdi";
person2;

Let’s take it one code at a time: 

const person1 = { name: "Chidume" };

The object person1 is created and its properties are 
stored on the heap. The mem addr of the location at heap 
is held by the person1 in the stack. 
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When we create person2 and assign it to person1. 

const person2 = person1;



 1
The value which is a mem addr at person1 is assigned to 

person2 on the stack 

 

See, person1 points to 023 at the heap, person2 points to 
same 023 at the heap. They are stored in different locations 
on the stack but they point or refer to the same mem 
location on the heap. 
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When the “name” property is changed: 

person1.name = "Nnamdi";

The engine will locate the person1 at 000 then read the 
value to be 023. It will refer to the mem addr 023 at the 
heap, and change the value to “Nnamdi”: 
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Now, when we access the person2. 

person2; // { name: "Nnamdi" }

The engine will look at the mem addr 004 of person2 in 
the stack. It will see 023, which is a mem addr at heap. The 
engine will then go to the heap and retrieve the value from 
the mem addr 023 which is “Nnamdi”. 

We see that Objects are referenced by memory address 
and primitives are referred to by values. 

This is same in C/C++: 

    int* i = new int(10);
    int ii = 10;

    int* iii = i;

In the first statement, a space is allocated on the heap 
and the number 10 is written to it. Then, the mem addr of 
the heap space is assigned to i on the stack. 

In the second statement, 10 is created on the stack and 
assigned to ii. 

In the third statement, iii is created on the stack and 
assigned to hold i. The value in i won't be the value 10 but 
the mem addr where 10 was allocated and stored, for 
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example, #0987654. So iii would point to the mem addr 
#0987654 same as i. 

Now, if iii changes the value at #0987654, 

    *iii = 99;

the changes will be reflected in i. 

    cout << *i << endl; // 99

This is all due to memory references. 

Conclusion 

We have understood how memory pointers work in JS 
and in programming. What memory references are and 
how they are passed around in objects. 

So, next time when you are creating and manipulating 
objects, you will know and understand how it can have a 
chain effect on other variables pointing to it. 



Strict and Type–Converting 1

Comparisons: JavaScript Under the 
Hood 
 

U nderstand some of JavaScript’s quirks by looking at 
how the V8 engine works. 

If you’re not already familiar with the difference between 
‘strict’ and ‘type–converting’ comparisons in JS — read 
about it here https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/
Web/JavaScript/Reference/Operators/
Comparison_Operators (before you continue reading). 

JavaScript data representation in V8 

V8 represents all data types internally in an Object class. 
All data types are a subclass of the Object class. 

• Number 
• Boolean 
• String 
• Array 
• Object 
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A Number in JS let a = 90 is implemented in C++ as 
follows: 

    class JSNumber : Object {...}

    JSNumber* aJSNumber = new JSNumber()
    aJSNumber->setNumber(90)

It is a subclass of the Object class (and the same goes for 
as all of the above data types.) 

The Object is allocated in the Heap and has its memory 
addresses. 

V8 would represent let a = [90] and let b = 
[89] as JSArray which is a subclass of the Object class (in 
C++). So basically, the above code would be implemented in 
C++ as follows: 

    JSArray aJSArray = new JSArray();
    JSArray aJSArray.setElementAt(90, 0);

    JSArray bJSArray = new JSArray();
    JSArray bJSArray.setElementAt(89, 0);

What happens when we use the push method to add 
value to an array? 

a.push(100);
b.push(90);
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The Array#push method is a mutating method. That 
means that the data of the array would change but not the 
memory address. 

What is a mutation? In Biology, mutation is the change of 
DNA pairs in the genome. In Programming, it is the change 
of data in a complex data structure. In our example, the a 
array has 90 in its collection. When we call its push 
method, to add 100 to its collection, the data structure of a 
changes from the initial — 

a = [90];

 
to 

     
     

a = [90, 100];

while maintaining its reference in memory. The 
aJSArray, the a C++ translation, will still hold its allocation in 
the Heap. 

That’s why the comparison below will resolve in true: 
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let a = [90];
let c = a;
a.push(100);
console.log(c === a);

true; 

c holds a reference to the aJSArray, the push method 
didn’t change the reference \*\* \*\* so c still points to a. 

What happens if we use the concat method? 

let a = [90];
let c = a;
c = a.concat([100]);
console.log(c === a);

false; 

Originally c holds the reference to a but when we added 
to the array using the concat method the reference 
changed. The concat is a non-mutating method in Array. In 
C++ a new JSArray would be allocated and passed to c. If the 
aJSArray is allocated in the mem address 0xc64848, the 
new JSArray would be in another mem address. 

The concat method copied the values of the a array and 
then appended the value 100 to it and created a new 



JSArray with the collection. The C++ equivalent will be like 1

this: 

    elements = aJSArray->getElements()
    JSArray* cJSArray = new JSArray()
    cJSArray->setElements(elements)
    cJSArray->setElement(100)
    return cJSArray

See it allocated a new space for cJSArray, copied the 
elements of aJSArray, set the value 1000 and returned 
cJSArray. cJSArry and aJSArray would point to different 
memory addresses. That is why the JavaScript strict 
equality === comparison of a and c resulted to false. === 
checks the mem pointers or addresses. 

Pointers and References 

In C++, we have what is called pointers. These point to 
the memory address of a variable. 

How? All variables are allocated in the RAM memory 
either in the Stack or Heap. 

In the Stack, elements are placed in an orderly form, 
using the FIFO principle. The Heap, elements are placed in 
a non-uniform way, the mem manager finds a space that 
will fit the variable then assigns the variable to it and 
returns the mem address. 
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All variables declared with the new keyword are placed 
in the Heap: 

    int* i = new int(90)
    int* age = new int(100)

The * that precedes the int keyword tells the compiler 
that this is a pointer. To see where they are located in the 
heap we will do this: 

    cout << i;

    0x002030234

Calling the variable i standalone prints its address 

    cout << *i;

    90

Calling with the _ prints its value 90, _ is the 
dereferencing pointer. 

What this means is that i is an integer pointer, it holds an 
address that points to the value 90. 0x002030234 is the 
address in the RAM heap where the integer 90 is allocated. 
i holds the address value 0x002030234 (not the integer 
value 90) that’s why cout << i; printed 0x002030234. To get 



the actual value held by the 0x002030234 mem address, 1

we will prefix i with *. That's why cout << *i; yielded 90, the 
* tells the computer to return the value of the mem address 
0x002030234. 

The same thing happens with the age, 

    cout << age;

    0x67364736

    cout << *age;

    100

if we do this: 

    i = age

i will hold the address value of age. 

    cout << i;

will give: 

    0x67364736
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See i original value has been overwritten. If we 
dereference it (i) it will give the value pointed to by 
0x67364736: 

    cout << *i;

    100

The == equality operator will check the value the pointers 
hold, if we run this: 

    cout << (i == age);

It will print true: 

    true

because i holds 0x67364736 and age holds 0x67364736, 
so they are equal. 

Strict Equal source in V8 

The implementation of the strict equal operator can be 
found in https://github.com/v8/src/runtime/runtime-
operators.cc 

https://github.com/v8/src/runtime/runtime-operators.cc
https://github.com/v8/src/runtime/runtime-operators.cc
https://github.com/v8/src/runtime/runtime-operators.cc
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    RUNTIME_FUNCTION(Runtime_StrictEqual) {
       SealHandleScope scope(isolate);
      DCHECK_EQ(2, args.length());
      CONVERT_ARG_CHECKED(Object, x, 0);
      CONVERT_ARG_CHECKED(Object, y, 1);
      return isolate->heap()->ToBoolean(x-

>StrictEquals(y));
    }

See the code converts LHS and RHS to Object, then calls 
the StrictEquals method on the x Object object passing in 
the RHS y. Let's go the source of Object#StrictEquals: 
https://github.com/v8/src/objects.cc 

    bool Object::StrictEquals(Object* that) 
{
      if (this->IsNumber()) {
        if (!that->IsNumber()) return 

false;
        return NumberEquals(this, that);
      } else if (this->IsString()) {
        if (!that->IsString()) return 

false;
        return String::cast(this)-

>Equals(String::cast(that));
      } else if (this->IsBigInt()) {
        if (!that->IsBigInt()) return 

false;
        return 

BigInt::EqualToBigInt(BigInt::cast(this), 
BigInt::cast(that));
      }
      return this == that;
    }
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See the algorithm follows the Strict Equal ECMA 
specification, the specification we saw, above is its 
conversion to C++ code. 

The if statements run if the source is either a Number or 
String. At the bottom is where the Object comparison 
occurs, see it compares the values using the == operator. 

Our prev example: 

let a = [90];
let b = [100];

They will be represented like below in C++: 

    // let a = [90]

    JSArray* aJSArray = new JSArray();
    aJSArray->setElementAt(90, 0);

    // let b = [100]
    JSArray* bJSArray = new JSArray();
    bJSArray->setElementAt(100, 0);

The aJSArray is the C++ equivalent of JavaScript a and 
bJSArray is the C++ equivalent of JavaScript b. 

aJSArray and bArray are allocated in diff mem. addresses 
on the heap. aJSArray may hold 0xeffffff and bJSArray will 



be located in 0xcffffff. aJSArray and bJSArray are pointers 1

to the values 90 and 100 respectively 

=== comparison of a and b 

console.log(a === b);

would be compiled to below in C++: 

    aJSArray.StrictEquals(bJSArray)

aJSArray and bJSArray are non-Number-String Object so 
the method Object::StrictEquals will execute this: 

    bool Object::StrictEquals(Object* that) 
{
      ...
      return this == that;
    }

so above would be this: 

    aJSArray == bArray
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Because aJSArray holds 0xeffffff and bJSArray holds 
0xeffffff, both are not equal, so false will be returned. In 
our Node terminal false will be printed. 

See, we have confirmed that === compares objects using 
their references, or their memory references. All data types 
in JS are allocated in the heap but when referred to in JS, v8 
will dereference the primitives and return the memory 
address value but return the objects without dereferencing 
them. 

Deep Equality Check and Shallow Equality 
Check 

Shallow equality check is the reference check on objects 
to compare for mem. addresses change as we saw in the 
above section using the strict equality operator ===. React/
Angular uses shallow equality check to know when the 
state object changes to know when to perform change 
detection or re-render. 

Deep equality is a value check, which involves the 
comparison of properties in the two objects. Selectors use 
deep equality check to check for value changes in an 
object’s properties. 

Let’s say we have two objects: 

let obj1 = {
  name: "nnamdi",
};
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let obj2 = {
  name: "chidume",
};

Shallow checking the two objects is uses using the strict 
equality operator on the objects: 

obj1 === obj2;

false;

It should log false because their references are different. 

Deep checking would involve checking the property 
name: 

const keys = Object.keys(obj1);

for (let i = 0; i < keys.length; i++) {
  if (obj1[keys[i]] !== obj2[keys[i]]) {
    return false;
  }
}
return true;
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See it iterates through the obj1 properties and compares 
with the obj2 property, if one is different it returns false, 
stating they are not equal. This is how the reselect library 
memoizes our state object. 

Conclusion 

This was deep. We saw and even looked into the source 
in V8 how the reference equality operator === works. 

The == operator works on the type but === works on the 
reference the value of their value memory address. 



Why you should not use Array 1

constructor 
 

J avaScript is very easy to learn but very hard to truly 
understand. This is because it is filled with mind-
mending tweaks and quirks. It is very flexible that you 
must bend with it. Array constructor is one of them, it 

is simple but has trap one can easily fall in. So in this post, 
I’ll explain why you should not use the Array constructor 

The Array constructor 

We can create arrays in JS by using the Array() with the 
new keyword. To create an array with elements 99, 88, 77, 
we will do this: 

const arr = new Array(99, 88, 77);

:) arr will hold the elements in an array. 99 becomes the 
index at 0, 88 at index 1, 77 at index 2. 

const arr = new Array(99, 88, 77);
arr[0]; // 99
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arr[1]; // 88
arr[2]; // 77

It is the same as doing: 

const arr = [99, 88, 77];
arr[0]; // 99
arr[1]; // 88
arr[2]; // 77

What is bad about it? 

This works when the argument is > 2 elements. If we pass 
one argument, an array will be created with space the size 
of the argument. 

const arr = new Array(9);

This will create an array arr, with space for 9 elements. It 
will not create an array with element 9. 

    const arr = new Array(9)
    arr // [<9 empty items>]
    arr[0] // undefined
    arr[1] // undefined
    arr[2] // undefined
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    ... // undefined

    arr[8] // undefined
    arr.length // 9

arr has 9 empty items. 

Doing: 

const arr = new Array(9);

is the same thing as doing this: 

    const arr = [ , , , , , , , , ]

    arr // [<9 empty items>]
    arr[0] // undefined
    arr[1] // undefined
    arr[2] // undefined

    ... // undefined

    arr[8] // undefined
    arr.length // 9
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Passing a single argument to new Array() will allocate a 
space the size of the argument for elements in the array. 

For unwary devs, using the Array constructor breaks 
pattern. 

For example, if we have a generic function that creates 
array from the arguments: 

a, b, (c) => [a, b, c]; 
a, (b) => [a, b]; 
(a) => [a]; 

function arrayify(...elems) {
  return new Array(...elems);
}

Side Note: @florianwege taught me this during an 
argument on this Array constructor in my post 11+ Features 
of JavaScript you Probably Never Used https://
blog.bitsrc.io/features-of-javascript-you-probably-never-
used-4c117ba3f025. 

This arrayify function will create an array using the new 
Array constructor from the arguments passed. 

arrayify(1, 2, 3, 4); // [ 1, 2, 3, 4 ]
arrayify(9, 66, 55); // [ 9, 66, 55 ]
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This will produce array from the arguments passed but 
will break if we pass one argument: 

arrayify(8); // [ <8 empty items> ] 

The best bet is to refactor the arrayify to use array literal: 

function arrayify(...elems) {
  return [...elems];
}

arrayify(1, 2, 3, 4); // [ 1, 2, 3, 4 ]
arrayify(9, 66, 55); // [ 9, 66, 55 ]
arrayify(8); // [ 8 ]

With these, we can model our Array constructor to 
understand more how it works: 

function Array(...items) {
  log("Proof our Array constructor is called");
  if (items.length > 1) return [...items];
  else if (items.length === 1) {
    const arr = [];
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    arr.length = items[0];
    return arr;
  } else return [...items];
}

See, it checks if the items is greater than 1 it creates an 
array literal and populates the items’ argument into it. If 
the item is equal to 1, it creates a new array then uses the 
length property to allocate space the size of the argument 
passed. If no item is passed it creates an empty array. 

    function arrayify(...elems) {
        return new Array(...elems)
    }

    arrayify(1, 2, 3, 4)
    arrayify(9, 66, 55)
    arrayify(8)

    new Array()

    Proof our Array constructor is called
    [ 1, 2, 3, 4 ]
    Proof our Array constructor is called
    [ 9, 66, 55 ]
    Proof our Array constructor is called
    [ <8 empty items> ]
    Proof our Array constructor is called
    []
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Conclusion 

That’s it, we now understand the underside of using the 
Array constructor. Passing one argument to the Array 
constructor causes it to create an array and allocate space 
for elements in the array the size of the argument. 

Advice: Use the Array constructor with care. Know where 
it can break your design, know where and when to use it 
perfectly without cost at performance. 
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Reducing Array elements using the 
length property 
 

I  know this title will be surprising to you. That’s why 
you are here, right? 😀 😀  

Yes, manipulating Arrays length property value has effects 
on the elements in the Array. Let’s see how. 

Array on EcmaSpec 
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Looking at the Ecmaspec on Arrays, we can deduce that 
Array is a number-indexed Object in JS. It has a length 
property which indicates the number of the number-
indexed properties on the Array. 

Number-indexed properties mean that the contents of an 
array are set by the index number as properties to the 
Array instance 

    const names  = ["Nnamdi", “Chidume"]

The names is an Array instance with elements “Chidume”, 
“Nnamdi”. These elements are set by their index number as 
property to the names instance. So we can refer to the 
elements by their index number: 

names[0] // Nnamdi
names[1] // Chidume

So 

const names  = ["Nnamdi", "Chidume"]

can be written like this: 
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    const names = {
        0: "Nnamdi",
        1: "Chidume"
    }

just like an Object. Array is an object but their properties 
are numbers while Object's properties are set by names. 

Arrays have a length property that holds the number of the 
number-indexed properties on it. So, our names array will 
have a length property of 2 because names have two 
elements. 

names.length // 2

The length of an array is by one-unit greater than the 
number-indexed properties in the array. 

Now, if we reduce the value of the length property, the 
elements of the array will be reduced. 

For example: 

The names array const names =["Nnamdi","Chidume"] has a 
length of 2. If we set the length to be 1, the contents of the 
names array will be deleted to the value of the length 
property set. 
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const names =["Nnamdi","Chidume"]
log(names)

names.length = 1
log(names)

Output: 

    [ 'Nnamdi', 'Chidume' ]
    [ 'Nnamdi' ]

See after setting the names length property to 1, the 
"Chidume" element was removed from the names array. 
See, that JavaScript pops off the elements from the right-
hand side until the number of the number-indexed 
elements equals the value of the length set. 

If we set the length to zero: 

    const names = [ "Nnamdi", "Chidume" ]
    console.log(names)

    names.length = 0
    console.log(names)

Output: 

    [ 'Nnamdi', 'Chidume' ]
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    []

We will have an empty array. All the elements in the names 
array were deleted. 

So we see that reducing the Array length makes the JS 
engine rush to delete the elements in the array so they tally 
up to the length value. 

How about increasing the length value? 

Good question, what happens when we increase the length 
value? 

Increasing the length value will make the JS engine add 
empty items to the array. 

   const names =["Nnamdi","Chidume"]
    console.log(names)

    names.length = 3
    console.log(names)

The names array has two elements, and the length is two. 
See set the length property to be 3 which is more than the 
length of the array. 

Output: 

    [ 'Nnamdi', 'Chidume' ]
    [ 'Nnamdi', 'Chidume', <1 empty item> ]



See, JS added an empty item to the names array so the 1

length will add up to 3. 

If we set a length that is n-elements more than the original 
length, JS will add n-empty items more to the array. 

    const names =["Nnamdi","Chidume"]
    console.log(names)

    names.length = 5
    console.log(names)

See, we set length that is 3-elements more than the original 
length. JS will add 3 empty items to names array so it will 
compensate for the new length value. 

Output: 

    [ 'Nnamdi', 'Chidume' ]
    [ 'Nnamdi', 'Chidume', <3 empty items> ]

The empty items are undefined. 

Lets’ try referencing one: 

   const names =["Nnamdi","Chidume"]
    console.log(names)
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    names.length = 5
    console.log(names)

    console.log(names[2])

Output: 

    [ 'Nnamdi', 'Chidume' ]
    [ 'Nnamdi', 'Chidume', <3 empty items> ]
    undefined

We referenced index 2, we know it will contain an empty 
item. See, it logged undefined. Empty items are all 
undefined primitives. 

Can non-configurable properties be affected 
by length value manipulation? 

Non-configurable properties are not affected. 

Let’s see an example: 

    const names = ["Nnamdi", "Chidume"]
    Object.defineProperty(names, 2, {
        value: "David",
        writable: false,
        configurable: false
    })

We added a third element using the 
Object.defineProperty(...) to the names array because 



Arrays are indexed by numbers, we used the number 2 as 1

property to add to the names Array. We set the value to 
"David", and make it non-configurable and non-writable. 

Non-configurable and non-writable means that the 
property cannot be overwritten. 

Now, if we reduce the length of the names array: 

    ...
    console.log(names)

    names.length = 2
    console.log(names)

We reduced the length to 2. Normally, this should remove 
the “David” element to compensate for the new length, but 
because we have a non-configurable element “David”, it 
will not be removed. 

Output: 

    [ 'Nnamdi', 'Chidume', 'David' ]
    [ 'Nnamdi', 'Chidume', 'David' ]

The names array sill remains unchanged. 

If we try increasing the length value 

    ...
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    names.length = 4

It will work normally. Empty items will be added to the 
names array: 

    [ 'Nnamdi', 'Chidume', 'David', <1 empty item> ]

If we push new elements: 

    const names = ["Nnamdi", "Chidume"]
    Object.defineProperty(names, 2, {
        value: "David",
        writable: false,
        configurable: false
    })

    names.push("Philip")

We pushed a new element “Philip”, it will have index 3. 
names will have length 4. 

If we try to reduce the names length property to 2 

    ...
    console.log(names)

    names.length = 2
    console.log(names)

This should reduce the names array to: 
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 [ ‘Nnamdi', 'Chidume', 'David', 'Philip' ]

                        
                        
                       
              [ 'Nnamdi', 'Chidume' ]

But because the index 2 (“David”) is non-configurable, the 
names reduction will stop at index 2, the "David" will not be 
removed, only "Philip" will be removed. 

Output: 

    [ 'Nnamdi', 'Chidume', 'David', 'Philip' ]
    [ 'Nnamdi', 'Chidume', 'David' ]

Use Cases 

One of the most useful uses cases I found out when using 
the length property, was when I wanted to copy an array to 
another array. 

    function copyTo(source, destination) {
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        for(let i =0: i< source.length;i++) {
            destination[i] = source[i]
        }
        return destination
    }

I found out that if the source array has elements more than 
the destination array I will have some uncopied elements 
left in the source, 

    source = [1,2,3,4]
    destination = [5,6]

    // after copying

    destination = [1,2,3]

and if the source array has elements less than the 
destination array, I will have unwanted elements still left in 
the destination array. 

    destination = [1,2,3,4]
    source = [5,6]

    // after copying
    destination = [5,6,3,4]

I used the length property manipulation to set it right. 

I just set the destination to the source array, so JS will either 
reduce or add more elements for me on the destination,  296
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    function copyTo(source, destination) {
        destination.length = source.length
        for(let i =0: i< source.length;i++) {
            destination[i] = source[i]
        }
        return destination
    }

the destination gets trimmed down to the number of 
elements in the source array. So I set them from the source 
to the destination without errors. Perfect!!! 

Conclusion 

JS is awesome and tricky at the same time. 
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In-depth look at what happens when 
adding Arrays in JavaScript 
 

S  Some weird things happen in JS, or should I say the 
language is buggy?  

Are we dealing with over ~10-year-old bug(s)? Nonetheless, 
it can never be reversed, doing so would break over >~10M 
codebase, we would have to learn to circumvent and code 
along with the bug(s). 

Here, we will deal with another weirdo in JavaScript, the 
addition of arrays. 

Array + Array 

We have seen addition of arrays like this: 

    [ ] + [ ]  //
    [ 1, 2 ] + [ 2, 3 ]  //1,22,3
    [ "nnamdi" ] + [ "chidume" ]  // nnamdichidume
    [ "nnamdi" ] + [ "david", "chidume" ]  // 
nnamdidavid,chidume
    [ 1, 2, 3 ] + [ "nnamdi", 89 ]  // 1,2,3nnamdi,89

Have we ever asked ourselves how JavaScript came about 
this? Looking at them, we see that JavaScript is just 



concatenating the elements of the arrays and giving them 1

out as an answer. 

We pick example #2, [ 1, 2 ] + [ 2, 3 ] // 1,22,3 to look at 
detail what happens when we add [ 1, 2 ] + [ 2, 3 ]. 

The LHS is [ 1, 2 ] and the RHS is [ 2, 3 ]. 

Let’s start by looking at the addition operator EcmaSpec: 
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Looking above, lval will be [ 1, 2 ] and rval will be [ 2, 3 ]. 
They are converted to primitives by passing them to 
ToPrimitive(...) 

Looking at ToPrimitive() spec: 



ToPrimiive uses hint to convert objects either to its number 1

or string equivalent. Calling ToPrimitive with an object to 
convert also requires you to tell it the preferred type to 
convert the object. Since, the ToPrimtive is called with our 
array [1, 2] without a preferred type, ToPrimitive sets the 
hint to “default”. 

Next, it calls @@toPrimitive method on the object passed if 
it is present on the object. This @@toPrimitive is a way JS 
allows the outside world to define its way of converting an 
object to primitive. 

Since our array has no such method, it jumps to f. It sets 
the hint to "number" because our hint was "default". Then, 
it calls OrdinaryToPrimitive with our array object and hint 
"string". 

Let’s look at OrdinaryToPrimitive spec: 
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First, it does checks for the object type and the hint being 
either string or number. Then, based on the hint it arranges 
the method names toString and valueOf in order of 
execution. 

if the hint is a string, toString comes and followed by 
valueOf. If the hint is number, valueOf comes before 
toString. 

This toString and valueOf methods are the methods that 
return the string representation and number 
representation of objects. 

If we have an object like this: 

    const obj = {
     prop: 89
    }

and we want the number value of this obj object to be 89, 
we will add a valueOf function property to it and return 89: 

    const obj = {
     prop: 89,
     valueOf: () => 89
    }

    obj + 1 // 90



If we want the string representation to be “obj”, we will 1

add the toString function property: 

    const obj = {
     prop: 89,
     valueOf: () => 89,
     toString: () => "obj"
    }
    obj + "nnamdi" // objnnamdi

So we see that hint tell OrdinaryToPrimitive the primitive 
representation to return. It will now loop through the 
method names and call them. Since our hint is “string”, the 
toString method will be called on our array [1, 2]. 

This will cause Array.prototype.toString to be called. Let’s 
see Array.prototype.toString spec: 
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First, it converts the this value to object via ToObject. 
Looking at the ToObject spec: 

Our array [1, 2] is an object type so no conversion needed, 
it is just returned. Next, the join method is retrieved from 
the array object and 4. called. The Array.prototype.join 
function will be called. 

 



This join function on Array, as we all know, converts the 1

elements of an array to strings and these strings are 
concatenated in a comma , separated string. 

So our array [1, 2], will be this: 

    "1,2"

This will be returned to Array.prototype.toString, which will 
return it to OrdinaryToPrimitive. At OrdinaryToPrimitive, it 
will be stored at the result, since the result is a string 
primitive, the result is returned to ToPrimitive, which will 
return it to the addition operator. 

At 5., lprim will be "1,2". The same will be done for rval [2, 
3] and rprim will hold "2,3". Following checks at 7., it will 
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resolve to true because both rprim and lprim are strings, so 
ToString will be called on lprim and lprim at 7a and 7b 
which will return "1,2" and "2,3" respectively because they 
are strings. Then strings are concatenated: 

        "1,2" + “2,3"

      
          "1,22,3"

See, “1,22,3” will be returned as the answer to [ 1, 2 ] + [ 2, 3 
]. 

So, we see now what happens when we add two arrays. 

In summary, the addition of arrays causes them to be 
coerced into strings, which does that by joining the 
elements of the arrays in a comma-separated string and 
then string-concatenating the joined strings. 

With this, we can guess and know why the below array 
additions gives the result: 

    [ ] + [ ]  //
    [ "nnamdi" ] + [ "chidume" ]  // nnamdichidume
    [ "nnamdi" ] + [ "david", "chidume" ]  // 
nnamdidavid,chidume
    [ 1, 2, 3 ] + [ "nnamdi", 89 ]  // 1,2,3nnamdi,89
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Conclusion 

I still maintain that we should always look at the EcmaSpec 
for answers. Apart from the EcmaSpec, any language has its 
specification ( Java, C#, etc), they provide a very deep look 
at how the language works deep down and how it works it 
nuts and bolts. 
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In-depth look at function() {} + 
function() {} operation in JavaScript 
 

B efore we proceed can you guess the answer? :) 

    function() {} + function() {}

Yeah, I know, it’s odd. How can you ever want to add 
functions? But JS can be funny :), you won’t believe what it 
will give us. 

    function() {} + function() {}

Output: 

    function() {}function() {} 

😂  

Conglomeration😁 😂 … or is it concatenation of the 
function’s source. 😂  
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So, adding or evaluating a function would yield the 

function’s source. That’s one tip for the tool-belt. 

In this post, we will look at the EcmaSpec to see how that 
happens. 

“Sum those functions for me, will ya?” 

    function() {} + function() {}

We will start by looking at the EcmaSpec for the Addition 
operator 
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Addition operator either does number addition or string 
concatenation. If the left value or right is a string, it will 
perform string concatenation, else number addition will be 
applied. 

Following this spec with our two functions addition. 

The LHS function() {} will be evaluated to return a 
function object Function. The function object will be held 



in lref. The function object is converted to its primitive 1

value by calling ToPrimitive and passing it as an argument. 

Let’s see the spec on ToPrimitive: 
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ToPrimitive requires a hint to know how to convert the 
argument. Looking above, we can deduce it deals with two 
hints: number and string. If there is no hint present it sets 
the hint to default, if the hint is String it sets hint to String, 
if the hint is Number it sets the hint to Number. 

In our case, The addition operator passed no hint type, 
so our function object will take hint default. 



Next, the @@toPrimitive is gotten from our function 1

object. 

This @@toPrimitive is a way JS allows us to add our own 
implementation on how our objects will be converted to 
primitive. 

So here, it is checked if its present, if present the method 
is called and the result is returned without using the JS 
default to primitive conversion method. 

Function object doesn’t implement their own 
@@toPrimitive, so we move to f., since our hint is default, 
here it is set to string. 

Then OrdinaryToPrimitive is called with our function 
object and hint string. 

Let’s see the spec for OrdinaryToPrimitive 
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It begins by asserting that the argument is an Object, we 
will pass because it was called with a function object, then 
it asserts that the hint is a string and the value is either 
string or number, we will pass because ours is a string. 

It sets an array with method names to be called on the 
object O. if the hint is string the methodNames array has 
toString and valueOf if not, valueOf comes before toString. 

This valueOf and toString are methods to be called on the 
object O. In our case the methods will be called on the 
function object. 

These two methods are ways in which we set what is to 
be returned when our object is to be converted to either 
string or number. 



If we have an object like this: 1

let obj = {
  prop: 89,
};

We can the numeric representation of the object by 
defining valueOf method in it: 

let obj = {
  prop: 89,
  valueOf: function () {
    return 89;
  },
  toString: function () {
    return "89";
  },
};

When it comes to coercing obj to number the valueOf will 
be called which we see will return 89, a number. 

obj + 1; // 90
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Coercing the obj to string will have its toString method 
called which will return “89” 

obj + "1"; // 891

We now see the reason why OrdtinaryToPrimitive calls 
valueOf and toString on objects. Operators majorly perform 
arithmetic operations and arithmetic operations are done 
on numbers and strings. There is no way you can add an 
object, or subtract objects or apply any arithmetic 
operation on JS data types apart from number and 
strings(only addition though). That’s why they must be 
converted to their number representation before doing the 
math. 

Back to the OrdinaryToPrimitive spec: 



 

OrdinaryToPrimitive loops through the methodNames, as 
we are string, toString is called first on our function object. 
The method Function.prototype.toString will be called. 

Let’s look at the spec Function.prototype.toString():  1
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There are two checks here. One, if the function is an 
exotic object, it means that the function object is user-
defined, the String source code of the function object 
should be returned, and Two, if the function is a built-in 
function, the String source code of the function should be 
returned. 

What this tells us is that the toString of the Function 
object returns the source code of the function object. 



So for our function object, the source code is this: 1

    function (){}

It’s string representation "function (){}" will be returned. 

That will be returned to OrdinaryToPrimitive 5i: 
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The string source code of our function object will be held 
in result. 5ii will see that the type is not an Object but a 
primitive string, so it will be returned. 

Then going up back to ToPrimitive spec, here: 



The string source code of our function object will be 
returned g. 

Going back up to the Addition spec:  1
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a will have the string source code "function (){}" of the 
LHS function object. The same will be done for the function 
object at the RHS, it will also return its string source code 
"function (){}" 

lprim and rprim will both hold the string source 
“function (){}” 



The string test of 7 will pass because both are strings, 
then, they are tried to be converted to string by passing 
them to ToString 

ToString spec: 

As they are already strings, they are simply returned by 
the ToString method. 

Then, they are concatenated.  1
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lstr holding: “function (){}” will be concatenated or 
joined to rstr which holds “function (){}”. 

The result will be: 

"function (){}function (){}";

The result will then be returned. :) 

We now see why: 

    >> function (){} + function (){}
    // gives
    function (){}function (){}

We did for user-defined functions, what 
happens when we add built-in functions? 

For example, adding built-in functions like parseInt, 
parseFloat, eval, etc have their functions in the native 
language the JS engine is built on. V8 will have them in C++ 
implementation. Rhino will have them in Java. 

So, it depends on the JS engine to know how to get the 
native string source code. 

V8 returns a string with the name of the function and 
“[native code]” in its body. 
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    >> parseInt + function() {} 
    function parseInt() { } 
    function parseInt() { [native code] }function() {} 

The source code of where V8 does this is here: 

//https://github.com/v8/v8/src/objects.cc

namespace {

Handle<String> NativeCodeFunctionSourceString(

    Handle<SharedFunctionInfo> shared_info) {

  Isolate* const isolate = shared_info-

>GetIsolate();

  IncrementalStringBuilder builder(isolate);

  builder.AppendCString("function ");

  builder.AppendString(handle(shared_info-

>Name(), isolate));

  builder.AppendCString("() { [native code] }");

  return builder.Finish().ToHandleChecked();

}

}  // namespace

// static
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Handle<String> 

JSBoundFunction::ToString(Handle<JSBoundFunction> 

function) {

  Isolate* const isolate = function-

>GetIsolate();

  return isolate->factory()-

>function_native_code_string();

}

// static

Handle<String> 

JSFunction::ToString(Handle<JSFunction> function) 

{

  Isolate* const isolate = function-

>GetIsolate();

  Handle<SharedFunctionInfo> 

shared_info(function->shared(), isolate);

  // Check if {function} should hide its source 

code.

  if (!shared_info->IsUserJavaScript()) {

    return 

NativeCodeFunctionSourceString(shared_info);

  }

  // Check if we should print {function} as a 

class.

  Handle<Object> maybe_class_positions = 

JSReceiver::GetDataProperty(



      function, isolate->factory()-1

>class_positions_symbol());

  if (maybe_class_positions->IsTuple2()) {

    Tuple2* class_positions = 

Tuple2::cast(*maybe_class_positions);

    int start_position = 

Smi::ToInt(class_positions->value1());

    int end_position = 

Smi::ToInt(class_positions->value2());

    Handle<String> script_source(

        String::cast(Script::cast(shared_info-

>script())->source()), isolate);

    return isolate->factory()-

>NewSubString(script_source, start_position,

                                            

end_position);

  }

  // Check if we have source code for the 

{function}.

  if (!shared_info->HasSourceCode()) {

    return 

NativeCodeFunctionSourceString(shared_info);

  }

  if (FLAG_harmony_function_tostring) {

    return Handle<String>::cast(
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SharedFunctionInfo::GetSourceCodeHarmony(shared_i

nfo));

  }

  IncrementalStringBuilder builder(isolate);

  FunctionKind kind = shared_info->kind();

  if (!IsArrowFunction(kind)) {

    if (IsConciseMethod(kind)) {

      if (IsAsyncGeneratorFunction(kind)) {

        builder.AppendCString("async *");

      } else if (IsGeneratorFunction(kind)) {

        builder.AppendCharacter('*');

      } else if (IsAsyncFunction(kind)) {

        builder.AppendCString("async ");

      }

    } else {

      if (IsAsyncGeneratorFunction(kind)) {

        builder.AppendCString("async function* 

");

      } else if (IsGeneratorFunction(kind)) {

        builder.AppendCString("function* ");

      } else if (IsAsyncFunction(kind)) {

        builder.AppendCString("async function ");

      } else {

        builder.AppendCString("function ");

      }

    }

    if (shared_info-

>name_should_print_as_anonymous()) {



      builder.AppendCString("anonymous");1

    } else if (!shared_info-

>is_anonymous_expression()) {

      builder.AppendString(handle(shared_info-

>Name(), isolate));

    }

  }

  if (shared_info->is_wrapped()) {

    builder.AppendCharacter('(');

    Handle<FixedArray> args(

        Script::cast(shared_info->script())-

>wrapped_arguments());

    int argc = args->length();

    for (int i = 0; i < argc; i++) {

      if (i > 0) builder.AppendCString(", ");

      

builder.AppendString(Handle<String>(String::cast(

args->get(i))));

    }

    builder.AppendCString(") {\n");

  }

  builder.AppendString(

      

Handle<String>::cast(SharedFunctionInfo::GetSourc

eCode(shared_info)));

  if (shared_info->is_wrapped()) {

    builder.AppendCString("\n}");

  }
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  return builder.Finish().ToHandleChecked();

}

See, the function JSFunction::ToString, implementation 
of the Function.prototype.toString in V8. It has checks for 
printing native function source strings and user-defined 
function source strings. 

See the NativeCodeFunctionSourceString function, it 
builds the source of built-in functions. See, it appends the 
“function” string, then builds the name of the function, 
next it attaches “() { [native code] }”, that’s why we got 
“function parseInt() { [native code] }” for parseInt. 

Conclusion 

JavaScript is no magic. 

Everything you need to know is in the spec and in the JS 
engines sources. 



Why {} + {} gives "[object Object][object 1

Object]" in JavaScript 
 

J avaScript is huge and has unforgiven rules and specs 
we must abide to. 

It’s operations give surprising results. One of the 
operations is the addition of two objects {} + {}. 

Can you guess the result? 

“[object Object][object Object]”

How and why should that be the result? Do you know? 

If you don’t know, don’t worry. In this article, I will 
explain why that contraption was returned. 

{} + {} 

Now, this {} + {} is an addition of two objects. 
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JavaScript has a specification that all JavaScript engines 
must follow when running JavaScript code. Like that, the 
addition operator has its spec on what to do. 

The spec says that: 

Addition operation either performs string concatenation 
or numeric addition. 

 



 1

The above is the rule for addition in JavaScript. 

See, the right and left values are converted to their 
primitive form first using the ToPrimitive function. 

What is primitive or primitive form? In JS we have 
primitive data types and object data types: 

Primitives are boolean, number, string, null, undefined 
while Objects are Objects, Array, Function, RegExp, Date. 

So if the right or left value is a primitive the ToPrimitive 
function will just return it, no conversion needed. But if the 
right or left value is an Object, the ToPrimitive will try 
converting it to its primitive form. 

As our right value {} and left {} values are Objects, the 
ToPrimitive will convert them to their primitive form. 

Let’s see ToPrimitive spec: 
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We see that this ToPrimitive uses a hint to try to convert 
its input. 

The method first checks the input is an Object because 
only Objects are to be converted to its primitive form. If the 
input is not an Object then it must be a primitive, so it just 
returns the input, no need for conversion to primitive. 



This function was called without a hint, so the hint 1

becomes “number” following the if checks. Next, the 
method checks @@toPrimitive is not defined in the object. 
If it’s defined the implementation in the @@toPrimitive will 
be called and the result returned as the primitive 
conversion of the object. 

@@toPrimitive is the way JS gives the outside world 
power to add their implementation of ToPrimitive 
conversion. So instead of the built-in method to run theirs 
is run. 

If @@toPrimitive is not defined, OrdinaryToPrimitive 
function is called with the hint “number” and the object, {}. 

Let’s see the OrdinaryToPrimitive spec: 
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Here two methods are called: toString and valueOf(). 
OrdinaryToPrimitive will call each method on the 
argument, which must be an Object. Any method that 
returns a primitive value, the result will be returned to 
ToPrimitive. The order of their calls depends on the hint 
passed. If the hint is string, then toString is called first. If 
the hint is not a string then valueOf is called first. The hint 
must either be a string or a number. 



Since the hint passed here is “number”, valueOf method 1

will be called on our object first. 

See the spec: 

 

Note: Object provides functionality common to all 
JavaScript objects. 

ToObject will be called with our object: 
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Below is ToObject conversion table: 

 

Looking at the table, we see that what is returned is 
based on the argument. All the data types are converted to 
Objects. The primitives are converted to object by calling 
new on their corresponding data class. boolean primitives 
have new Boolean() to convert them to Boolean object, 
strings have new String(), null and undefined throw 
TypeError exception because they have no corresponding 



class. numbers, symbols have new Number() and new 1

Symbol() called respectively. With new called, the 
primitives are converted to objects. objects are returned, 
no conversion needed because already they are Objects. 
Remember, JavaScript has two types of values, primitives, 
and objects. 

We see that the argument is simply returned if it is an 
object, so in our case, the argument is {} which is an object 
so {}will be returned. 

Now, the OrdinaryToPrimitive will see an object 
returned: 
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Since the result is an object, it will loop again to the 
toString and call the toString method on {}. 

Let’s see the spec 



 1

This method tries to convert its input to string primitive 
value. 

See, there are checks for undefined and null, they will 
return “[object Undefined]” and “[object Null]” 
respectively. Next, it calls ToObject on our argument which 
is our object {}, we know previously it will return the 
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object. The result of the ToObject is passed through many 
checks to return the specified string. 

There are checks for String, Function, Error, Boolean, 
Number, Date, Arguments, and RegExp. 

The builtinTag is used to hold the string to return. 

Ours is an object, so the method assigns “Object” to 
builtinTag. 

The method then calls @@toStringTag on the object. 
@@toStringTag is the string description of an object. 

JavaScript uses the @@toStringTag to let users and 
objects define the string name of their objects. 

So, here the method checks by calling @@toStringTag to 
see if the object has its defined string name. 

A String valued property that is used in the creation of the 
default string description of an object. Accessed by the built-in 
method Object.prototype.toString. 

In Object their is no @@StringTag, so the method uses 
the builtinTag value “Object”, then, it concatenates the 
builtinTag (“Object”) in between “[object “ and “]”, which 
will give: 

“[object Object]”



and return the concatenation. 1

:) 

Also, the right value {} , will follow through the same 
process and return "[object Object]" 

Now, this: 

({} + {});

will be this: 

“[object Object]” + “[object Object]”

In the Addition operator, lprim will be “[object Object]” 
and rprim will be “[object Object]”. It will check if either 
lprim or rprim is a string: 
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The lprim and rprim both hold “[object Object]”, so they 
check succeeds. They are both converted to a string, as 
seen above. Which checking the ToString table returns the 
same string passed. 



 
There is no need for conversion it’s already a string. 1

Back to the Addition operator, both lstr and rstr will be 
“[Object object]”. So, the lstr and rstr are concatenated: 

“[Object object][Object object]”

Conclusion 
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You now, know why `{} + {}` gives "[Object object][object 
object]". 

If you feel lost, just cool down and follow the method 
calls carefully. Always look at the specifications. 
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